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The adolescent expenences of lesbian, gay and

bisexual people warrant the attention
of

psychological investigators, but senous
methodological roadblocks, coupled with a history
of
heterosexist bias, have kept the

amount of published research on

this topic small until recently.

This 2-part project explored the conceptual and
methodological issues central to

this

of research, as well as effective techmques for future
mvestigations. Parti:

evaluative review

An

growmg body

of 31 empincal studies published between 1987-1997 revealed
that research on "gay youth" has
identified

many of the pressing issues and

needs of this population, but has also been limited by

lack of prospective, longitudmal study designs, and adequately
representative samples.

experiences of youth

areas, and/or those

who

are female, bisexual, questiomng their sexual identity, livmg in rural

who have not

emergmg body of data

is

The

sought support services are particularly underrep resented. The

often not adequately linked to existing theories of normative adolescent

development. Relatively few of the existing studies have been dissemmated within 'mainstream'

APA psychology journals,

and findings have largely been neglected by standard psychology

textbooks on adolescence. Part

H To gain the perspective of LGB community members
:

regarding

research priorities and effective methodologies, six semi-structured focus groups were conducted.

IV

compnsed of 12 women and 10 men w,th
mmonty

sexual .denudes. QuaHtafve
analyses of focus

group d.scuss.ons revealed pamapants'
perspectives on
salient for sexual

mmonty

youth, (b) concerns

(a) the adolescent .ssues

deemed most

r^rdmg research pamapation dunng adolescence

or about their adolescence, and
(c) suggestions for future research
regarding the adolescent

experiences of LGB persons. Fmdings
of focus group discussions were
mcoiporated with the

review of recent literature to provide
recommendations for future study of LGB
individuals during
the period of adolescence, with implications
of developmentally-informed research
on sexual

mmonties across the
sampling
of sexual

lifespan. Researchers are urged
to use

more

inclusive

strategies, utilize longitudinal,
prospective designs, clanfy
identity,

and

treat participant confidentiality as

paramount.

and representative

assumptions about the nature
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION: PSYCHOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVES
ON LESBIAN, GAY, AND
BISEXUAL DEVELOPMENT

Within the psychological

literature,

of lesbian, gay, and bisexual mdividuals

human development

Much

is

information regarding the

life

course development

senously lackmg.' Most of the classic works on

(such as Enkson, 1963) are based solely on heterosexual
populations.

of the reason for

this

gap

in the literature is that, until the 1970's,
theoretical

and

empincal efforts related to homosexuality were typically pathology-onented,
often focusmg on

methods to change, explain, or "correct" one's sexual
instance, psychoanalytic writer

orientation (Gonsiorek, 1991).

Salzman (1974) explains the nature and

For

origin of

homosexuality in his overview of adolescent sexual problems:

"Homosexuality is a manifestation of some failure in personality development in which
an individual compulsively prefers and becomes exclusively involved m sexual
relations with the same sex. [A homosexual] individual grows up with a loathing,
disgust, or horror towards his genital apparatus. ..[and later] fears, loathes or avoids

the genitals of the opposite sex.

than a mere sexual aberration.

.

.

The problem

It is

is

more extensive and complicated

a total personality problem that has as one of its

symptoms the interest in the person and sexual apparatus of a person of the same sex.
The treatment of homosexuality is oiormously difficult, but there is reason to believe
.

.

that if efforts are

made during adolescence,

too great, some change

^

is

before patterns are fixed and rewards are

possible." (1974, p.204-205, italics in the original)

This thesis specifically addresses developmental issues relevant

For simplicity,

I

have often used the abbreviation "LGB,"

identity" or "non-heterosexual" to describe the

and bisexual persons.

terms "minority sexual

same group. Regarding which sexual

"included" in this thesis: (1) In this thesis, bisexuality
individuals define their identity as such; (2)

to lesbian, gay,

or, alternatively, the

is

identity groups are

included as a distinct sexual identity, since

Some non- heterosexual

many

individuals do not use the terms

"lesbian" "gay" or "bisexual"- preferring other terms such as "queer" or "dyke," or rejecting the notion of

sexual identity labelling altogether.

It is

not

my

intention to exclude these individuals;

"LGB"

is

used for

purposed of semantic simplicity only. (3) Many people consider themselves to be transgendered and/or
transsexual. This study was not initially designed to investigate developmental issues of transgendered
individuals, however, one study participant identified himself as "transgendered;" and some of the issues
addressed in this thesis may also be relevant to this population. To my knowledge there is currently no
research specifically on the adolescent experiences of transgendered individuals.
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It

was not

until

disorders as catalogued

1973 that homosexuality was removed
from the

by the American Psychiatnc

e^^^^niSMlMMMam^ (1994).
the Stonewall era

gay

clinical disciplines

identity

from

liberation

"astonishmg"

regardmg the

Association's widely-referenced

1970's, have led traditional academic
and

such as psychology and psychiatry, to
re-examme the topic of sexual
vantage pomt.

Even

so, as Patterson (1

995) remarked

of psychological research on sexual onentation
and human development,

how

the population

of psychi.
latric

This, and other socio-political
changes borne out of

movement of the

less biased, heterosexist

in a recent review

list

little is

known about the

lives

compnsed of non-heterosexual

size of the this population are

Martm's 1948 estimate of 10%

-

of LGB people, given the large percentage
of

individuals.

still

it is

Although demographic estimates

widely debated (from Kmsey, Pomeroy

&

to Fay, Turner, Klassen, «& Gagnon's 1989 estimate
of 3-

6%), even conservative estimates would indicate that somewhere between 7 and 15 million

Americans are gay, lesbian or bisexual. Yet a normative understanding of LGB
development
only

is

now being pieced together.
A. Using a Developmental Perspective

The developmait of lesbian, gay and
vanous points

in the Ufe span,

bisexual persons has been examined by studying

from childhood (Green, 1987;

Bell, et.al.,1981) to adolescence

(Savin-Williams, 1990; Rotheram-Borus, 1991), to adulthood, including such topics as

forming mtimate relationships (Peplau, 1993), career issues (Morgan

& parenting (Falk,
methodology used

& Brown,

1993) families

1993; Bozett, 1993), and aging (Kimmel, 1993). The retrospective

in

many of these investigations

chance of memory distortion

has been cited as problematic due to the

in recalling past events (Anderson, 1994; Bell, 1975; Ross,

1980; Boxer and Cohler, 1989), as have the typically small, non-representative samples (Zera,

1992).

The value of longitudinal,

prospective methodologies has been advocated by several

2

researchers in the field (Bell, 1975; Boxer

& Cohler,

1989; Patterson, 1995); in their

"immodest proposal for the study of lives," Boxer and
Cohler voice their

exammation of mere

"slices

of experience in one point

regret regarding the

in time, rather than focus

on an

individual's development across time."

Ih^.

In considering the experiences of lesbian,

gay and bisexual persons from a

developmental perspective, Patterson (1995) articulated a number of cntical
questions which

remain unanswered, including: (a)

development

in

How relevant are classic models

and theories of human

understanding the lives of lesbian, gay and bisexual people? If they are not

generalizable to this population,

how might

existing models/theories be revised? and (b) Are

new theoretical models needed to encompass phenomaion of special importance to nonheterosexual populations? If so, what might they be?

In order to address these questions, a better understanding

is

needed regarding how an

individual's current stage of development affects his or her experience of sexual identity, and,

in turn,

how a person's

sexual identity

points in the life span. For example,

commonly

may influence developmental

how might the process

processes at different

of sexual identity formation,

depicted by linear stage models (Cass, 1979; Troiden, 1979), vary

at differait points in the life course

in adulthood).

Or,

(i.e.

how might normal

"coming out" as an adolescait

vs.

"coming out"

how

are

all

later

developmental processes, such as the adolescent process

of individuation, be the same or different for sexual minority individuals?

also asks:

when occurring

of these processes shaped by the cultural and

Patterson (1995)

historical context in

which

a person lives?

The past

fifteen years

has seen an impressive surge of publications

r^rding the

lives

of sexual minority individuals, bolstering the amount of descriptive data r^rding the
experiences, challaiges, and needs of lesbian, gay and bisexual people.

3

Still, this

growmg

body of research almost seems

human development

- -

to stand alone, unconnected to
psychological mvestigations of

psychological theones and mvestigations
of normative development

too often Ignoring issues of diversity

m sexual identity, and research on non-heterosexual

populations too often failmgto use a
developmental

lens.

Methodology The lack of developmentally-based theory
on the
.

to be due

is likely

m part to the methodological

Numerous problems have stood

^

roadblocks inherent

lives

of LGB persons

m this field of study.

m the way of obtaining adequately large and representative

samples. For example, the researchers' task of recruiting
gay, lesbian or bisexual research
partiapants,

difficult.

who

are often reluctant to disclose their stigmatized
sexual identity, can be very

Due to this problem of identifymg and

obtamed convenience samples from

recruiting partiapants,

many researchers have

similar sources (such as urban and university

groups); the predominance of study samples from

tiiese settings is likely to

LGB

support

skew our

understanding of LGB development.

As with

other empirical work, the research metiiods used in this area of study are

inextricably linked to the investigators' underlying conceptualizations and theoretical
perspectives.

In this case, investigators

the nature of sexual idaitity and/or what

these assumptions

information

is

may play a

may have
is

(stated or unstated) assumptions regarding

normative for a particular developmental process;

critical role in

how

a study sample

obtained from participants. For example, consider

is

obtained and

how

how

sexual idaitity

is

assessed: if an investigator considers sexual idaitity to be dichotomous in nature (homosexual

vs. heterosexual), rather

participants

nature,

would

and not

than on a continuum (including bisexuality), the questions asked of

reflect that assumption.

Therefore, evai

when

research

directiy linked to theory, investigators' assumptions

4

is

descriptive in

and biases

still

impact the

methods

-

and therefore the findmgs

expliat, the result

may be

-

of the research,

error or confusion

men these assumptions are not made

m mteipreting the findings.

B. Focusing on Adnlp«;rpnrp

With these

issues

particular stage of Hfe

m mind, the focus of this mvestigation is on research

m the Hves of sexual mmonty individuals

-

regarding one

the adolescent years.

Developmental issues with resp e-ct to fiHolescgjcg.
Adolescence has been
conceptualized as an espeaally important time
for mdividuals
lesbian or bisexual,

("commg out"

m that:

(a) for

to self and others)

biological, cognitive, emotional

who

ultimately identify as gay,

many, the consaous process of sexual

b^s dunng this time, (b) this

is

a time

identity formation

when

significant

and soaal changes occur for aU youth.
These multiple changes

are likely to have a sigmficant impact upon
the process of sexual identity formation.
the most important developmental tasks of
adolescence

perhaps

^

Some of

may be umquely challengmg (and,

in

m some cases, made easier) for young people coping with awareness of culturally

stigmatized sexual identity.

For mstance, some of the processes impacted by awareness
of mmonty sexual

may include,
peers and

identity

(a) adolescent psychosocial changes, such as developing
greater intimacy with

autonomy from

parents; (b) sexual development, including the navigation of new

romantic and sexual relationships; and

(c)

development of a general sense of one's

identity,

includmg a positive self-concept and sense of direction.

When

a young person becomes aware of same-sex attraction simultaneously with other

important developmental tasks of adolescence, the result could potentially be a time of great
personal growth

-

or a time of significant challenges, particularly in a current cultural climate

of intolerance for non-heterosexual

and Martin (1987) have

identities (Falco, 1991;

stated, bleakly, "the

Savin- Williams, 1990). Hetrick

primary developmental task for the

5

homosexually-oriented adolesc«,t
report from the

.s

adjustmait to a socially sugnatized
role,"

US. Department of Health and Human

the stuade nsk for

Services

(Cbson, 1989) reported

LGB youth .s 2-3 times higher than heterosexual

highlighted the need to address the needs
of these young people.

argue, "conspicuously

understandmg of what

missmg [from
is

research on

An alanmng
that

youth, news which further

As Boxer and Cohler

human development]

is

( 1

989)

a developmental

'normative' and expectable for gay and
lesbian yorth

growmg up

in

our society today."
Methodological issues with respect to

adolesr-enri^

While the study of LGB

adolescence (or "gay youth") has been increasingly viewed
as an important topic to mvestigate,
it

has also presented investigators with a uniquely

Perhaps primary among these

difficult set

of methodological

difficulties is the identification

difficulties.

and recruitment of young

study participants, as well as the accurate assessment of the sexual
identity of those
participate.

Just as

it

has been noted that

who do

LGB people are a "hidden population" due to the

lack of a definitive means of external identification and the societal pressure
to not reveal one's

non-heterosexual identity (Savin- Williams, 1990), sexual minority individuals during their
adolescent years

may be

regarded as "doubly hidden."

These youth are much

less likely to

Perhaps one of the most obvious

how to

is

because they are not yet sure themselves of who they are or

describe their sexual identity.

"moratorium"

openly identify themselves for a variety of reasons.

Some adolescents may experience a gaieral

in achieving their identity status (Marcia, 1966),

and behaviors that

either

appear contradictory, or that

homosexual or heterosexual.

6

this

time of crisis and

A young adolescent's cognitive

exploration could delay the labeling of one's sexual identity.

constraints could further limit the degree to which he or she

and

is

fall in

able to

make

sense of feelings

a "gray area," not distmctly

For those who are consciously
aware of their
have already

self-identified as lesbian,

prohibit the disclosure of this identity

concern for self-identified

members

if

gay or

feelings of same-sex attraction,
and

bisexual, a multitude of concerns

m a research settmg.

Confidentiality

a

"discovered" (O'Coner, 1994). Because most
adolescents

compounds with the

still

prmaple

LGB youth, who might fear rejection from peers and/or

their parents finanaally throughout
adolescence, the threat of loss of

shelter

is

may

who

family

m our soaety rely on
economic secunty and

fear of emotional rejection (Schneider,
1989).

Gaming parental

consent for studies regardmg sexuality can be another
sigmficant challenge to researchers

(O'Conor, 1994).

Even when partiapants

are self-identified

LGB youth who feel

disclosing their sexual orientation, there can be problems

terminology used

m the assessment of sexual identity.

comfortable openly

stemmmg from the format and

The changing and

controversial nature

of identity labels should be considered when designing survey questions,
for example some
youth

may have negative connotations

associated with the

word "homosexual" and may hold

positive connotations for the formerly-pejorative terms "dyke" and "queer."

may oppose a
others

forced-choice or dichotomous answer format

may reject the notion

when

Some participants

reporting sexual idaitity;

of labeling sexual identity altogether.

All of these issues

regarding terms and labeling pose challenges for investigators striving to identify (and yet not
offend) sexual minority study participants.

In light of the issues articulated above, this thesis (1) evaluates the

ways

in

which the

adolescait experimces of lesbian, gay and bisexual people have been conceptualized and

studied in recent, empirically-based literature, (2) explores the sources of, and possible

solutions to, the persistent methodological difficulties which have plagued this area of study,

(3)

promotes a contextually-based, developmental framework

7

in

approaching the adolescence

of

LGB

mdivduals and

(4)

soUau and analyzes Ae mput of LGB
community members

regarding these issues.

This project involved two study
phases.
literature

was conducted

to

adolescent expenences of

PARTI:

examine the trends and relevant

First,

an evaluative review of recent

issues

and methods

LGB people and the extent to which this literature

PART

recruited to partiapate

m focus groups as "expert infonnants," as a means of

In the second phase,

members of the

studying the

utilizes

developmental theory.

D:

in

LGB commumty were
augmenting our

understanding of important developmental themes to
address and the most useful ways to

approach future investigations.

8

CHAPTER n

PART

I:

REVIEW OF EMPIRICAL LITERATURE ON LGB

ADOLESCENCE

How have the adolescent experiences and development of LGB
approached, studied, and understood thus far
first

people been

in the empirical psychological
literature?

phase of this project involved an evaluative review of 3

1

The

recent empincal studies relevant

to the adolescent experiences of sexual mmority mdividuals.
Selected studies were (a)

empirically-based, (b) published between 1987-1997 and (c)
referenced in Psyclnfo database

using the search words: lesbian/s, gay/s, bisexual/s, homosexual/ity,
youth, adolescent/ce,
teen/agers. Table

1

provides an overview of the 31 studies selected for review

In reviewing the sample of studies obtained, four general areas
were considered:

( 1)

Content:

What types of researdi

questions have been asked?

To what

extent are these

studies designed to build new, or test existing, theoretical models of development?

To what

extent have investigators used a developmental framework in pursuing information about the

expenences of LGB people? (2) Methodology: What types of research designs have been
utilized?

-

sectional?

qualitative vs. quantitative, prospective vs. retrospective, longitudinal vs. cross-

How have samples

population at large?

What

been selected, and to what extent do they represent the

are

when studying this population?
been addressed?

-

some of the
In

inherent problems that a researcher

what ways,

(3) Assumptions:

if any,

Is it clear

how

may encounter

have these methodological roadblocks

How has the nature of sexual

as dichotomous ("heterosexual" vs. "homosexual") or as a

idaitities?

LGB

identity been conceptualized

more continuous shading of

has the source of one's sexual orientation been conceptualized by

the investigators (essentialists vs. social constructionists perspective)?

9

What seems

to be the

relationship between these underlying
assumptions/conceptuahzafons and the
methodologies

employed? (4) D.stnbut.on:

Who is domg this

research,

m tenns of gender and academic

disaplme of investigators? Where are research
findmgs bemg reported?

A

A. Content:

The

intent

of this section

studies, but rather, to

stiidtf»H

not to review the speafic findings
of each of the 3

is

examine trends

of each individual study were

review of the top ics

tallied

m the body of literature as a whole

The content

area(s)

based on the most central issue (or issues)
examined.

Please refer to Table 2 for the frequency of each of
the general topic areas covered. Note
that
a few studies covered

An

more than one content

examination of the topics

listed

area.

m Table 2 reveals that one notable trend is

focusing on the problems and stressors faced by
behavior and the adverse conditions which

of the 1989 Department of Health and

mentioned

earlier.

Some of the

may

Human

LGB

adolescents

lead to

it.

- -

in particular,

This trend

is

understandable

studies reviewed attempted to investigate the stressors and risk

1995; Hunter, 1990; Proctor and Groze, 1994; Remafedi, Farrow
report, a "psychological autopsy" of

risk,

is

.,

and have reported high

1991); one

LGB

suicide rate

stressors

both important and understandable in

light

rates

of past suicide attempts and

1

989).

and mental health challenges faced by

LGB

of the need to develop appropriate support

services for these

young people,

resilient qualities

of LGB youth (such as Savin- Williams' 1995 study of gay male youth's

it is

is

1995); and others have supported

sample of gay youth (Schneider, Farberow, and Kruks,

While the emphasis on problems,
youth

et. al

& D'Augelli

& Dei sher,

120 suicides, questioned whether the

truly higher than that of heterosexual youth (Shaffer

suicidal ideation in a

m light

Services report on youth suicide (Gibson, 1989)

factors contributing to the increased rate of suicidality (such as Hershberger

the notion of increased suicide

suiadal

also equally important to attend to both the positive,

10

self

esteem) as well as the more subde
developmental processes that

may typify the expeneices

these youth, expenences less extreme
than suiadahty and victimization.
While

of the above articles

careftilly

pomt out that

LGB people as

many

authors

a group are no less well-adjusted

than their heterosexual counteiparts,
the persistent focus on problems
such as suiadal.ty
within a context of few studies

of

-

exammmg normative development - may obscure
this. Our

portrait of the normative experience of

LGB youth,

may therefore be skewed by the emphasis
represent one facet of the sexual

as

drawn by this sample of recent

studies,

on problems and native expenences,
which only

mmonty experience. As

Savin-Williams (1990) argues:

"Social scientists, including gay and lesbian
researchers, have focused almost
exclusively on the 'problems' at the expense of
the 'promises' of gay and lesbian
youth.
.This 'clmicalization' of adolescence is not
unique to the gay and lesbian
youth population... The negative problem-centered
approach to gay and lesbian youth

however, distorts our view and

Another trend

is, I

believe,

an maccurate

portrait. " ( 1 990,

p

.

)

m this body of literature appears to be an emphasis on documenting the

experiences, problems and needs of these youth in a descriptive

way

rather than testing or

generatmg theories regardmg underiymg developmental processes.
The group of studies
reviewed documented prevalence of chemical dependency, homelessness,
victimization, sexual behavior,

articulated

by these

studies

HIV/ AIDS knowledge, among

were descriptions of the

health needs of tiiese youth. This

descriptive data-gathering

is

into adolescent experiences

other things; also well-

social service, educational,

body of research has provided a

development of new intervention and prevention programs
residential treatment facilities,

and free-standing

suicidality,

LGB

and mental

critical contribution in

in schools,

the

mental health centers,

support centers. This focus on

understandable that in this relatively eariy phase of investigations

of LGB youth; however, a valuable contribution of future

investigations will be to further investigate the appropriateness of existing theories of

11

adolesoo,, development
theories

wWch

m understandmg fte l.ves of LGB youft.

apply specifically to the

lives

and

*e

refinen,en. of new

of these young people^

Several notable exceptions exist
to the pnmanly-descnpuve
nature of these studies.

Rotheram-Borus-s (1995) prospective
exanmation of problem behavtors
(sexual
conduct problems, substance use,

etc.) in

LGB youth,

questioned the apphcabU.ty of
standard

theories of adolescent multiple problem
behavior (Jessor

understanding such behavors

among LGB

youth.

act, v,ty,

& Jessor,

1977; Jessor, 1992)

Savm-WilHams (1995) examined whether

hypothesized differences existed between haerosexual
and non-heterosexual males

timingofpubeital maturation and self-esteem
et. al.,

1994) tested hypotheses

in

m terms of

Other authors (Blanchard, 1995;
McConaghy

r^rding the nature of homosexual

identity

and romantic

attraction.

B. Methods:

A review of methodologies employed

Researchers interested in the expenences of sexual
minonty mdividuals are faced with
a wide array of methodological challenges, particularly
with regard to sampling. Authors of
the aforementioned studies often acknowledged these
difficulties

and warned of potential limitations
picture of these

how this body

when presenting their work,

m mterpreting the study findmgs.

of research has been conducted, and

To

achieve an overall

who has

typically been

included in study samples, this review evaluates trends in study design, data
collection methods

and sampling

strategy, with particular emphasis

on evaluating the representativeness of the

samples studied.

Study design and methods of data-collection

& analvsis

of the study designs, methods of data collection, and analysis
empirical studies.
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.

Table 3 provides an overview

utilized

by this group of

Research on

LGB

development

is

often cntiazed as based on

and retrospective research with
non-representative samples. (Boxer
1996) Based upon 31 studies of LGB adolescence
reviewed here,
legitimate;

will

be addressed

this

1987; Croteau,

critiasm appears to be

m detail m the next section.

Given that an mvestigation's research design and
generally follow the type of question

researchers

-

& Cohler,

cross-sea.onal

study samples were not necessanly small, but
representativeness of study samples

seems to be of particular concern, and

asked?

pnmanly

is

and,

not only

how the

how does

bemg asked, perhaps the most

research

is

this relate to the

designed to be primanly descnptive

data-collection

mediodology

cntical question for

conducted, but also: what questions are being

methodology used?

This body of research

is

m nature, with only a small number of studies speafically

designed to test existing theories of adolescent development on this
population, or to develop

new theories. At this juncture,

the most powerful role of future research will be to place

greater emphasis on theory development, to develop a clearer picture of how
the processes of

adolescent development are impacted by minority sexual identity status, and

how

adolescent

developmental processes in turn influence a young person's sexual identity development. Thus
far,

information regarding the interaction of life stage/identity status remain speculative.
In future investigations based on theory-orioited questions, there

qualitative

is

a place for both

and quantitative techniques, as well as retrospective and prospective

designs. Li spite of being

more

relational

costly and involved, prospective, longitudinal designs have an

important advantage in that they safeguard against retrospective distortion of past events.

Of

the 3 1 studies reviewed, only three used a prospective, longitudinal format. Eight years ago.

Boxer

& Cohler (1987) argued that the emerging body of theory of LGB development is

"largely a developmaital psychology of the remembered past" and advocated for a "re-

mapping of gay and

lesbian life span trajectories. through longitudinal, prospective research
.

.
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ra*er

Aan

irferoice."

Sdll,

it

appears ftat r«rospe«ive and
cross-sectional study desi^s

continue to predominate research in
this
Longitudinal designs

require a level of partiapant

and a need for ongomg contact with researchers,

project,

young

may

field.

that

LGB people, given the typically-heightened concerns

problem of partiapant
particularly heightened

attrition, frequently a

m this population.

concern

commitment to the research

may be unduly threatemng to

regardmg

confidentiality.

m longitudmal research) is therefore

Some mvestigators

have, however, expenenced

m trackmg high-nsk, LGB adolescents for longitudmal research, and suggest

success

for limiting sample attrition

(Gwadz

The

& Rotheram-Borus,

In light of the fact that longitudmal designs are

methods

1992).

more

costly and time

consummg,

it is

possible that another reason for lack of such formats relates
to madequate ftinding sources for

mmonty

research on sexual

issues.

In order to follow a sample of sexual

from "pre-coming out," through questioning, to the time of a more

would need a very

large,

those in the

sample would ultimately identify as

initial

perhaps multi-site sample, since

large-scale, longitudinal study

it is

mmonty

solidified identity,

likely that as

lesbian,

mdividuals

gay or

would be extremely costly, and (some

one

few as 5-10% of

bisexual. This type of

predict), is simply not

However, the importance of using prospective methods cannot be understated

feasible.

accurate portrait of LGB development over the

life

course

is

if

an

to be obtained.

Characteristics of study samples Table 4 summarizes sample characteristics of the
.

literature reviewed, ^ including

sample

size,

and breakdowns of participant gender,

ethic,

and

sexual idaitity.

^

One

study (Shaffer,

sampling

et. al.,

1995) was not included in these calculations of sampling characteristics and

strategy, because the study

sample was not comprised of living participants, but was instead a

"psychological autopsy" of reported cases of suicide in a geographic region.
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Sample

As would be

Samples of the studies reviewed ranged

size.

from 10-500 paitiapants.

expected, the studies with smaller
samples were typically qualitative

mvestigations, which require

relational) designs.

While

many fewer partiapants than m-depth

it is

quantitative (descnptive or

certamly the case that analyses in some
studies would have

been bolstered by a larger sample
is

in size

- -

what seems to be most of concern

m this body of research

generally not the quantity of partiapants, but their
representativeness.

One of most stnkmg charactenstics of these

Gender.

representation of women

m study samples.

samples, often without clearly indicating

Of the 30

studies is the under-

studies reviewed, 15

mcluded all-male

m the title or abstract that women were not mcluded

m the sample (which may impliatly suggest to readers that the findings are representative of
all sexual minority youth, not just males). In

some

cases, such as Schneider,

et. al.

1989, the

authors did clearly state that the study included only males; however, no
explanation was

given as to

why the topic under investigation (in this

case, suicidality)

was of importance only

to males. In comparison to the fifteen all-male samples, only one of the studies reviewed

(Schneider, 1989) had an all-female sample; in this case the investigator chose to study the

experience of young lesbians precisely because
experience

is

study of homosexuality

.

.

.

the male

frequently taken as the norm."

Of studies
and females; the

When

"m the

with a mixed male/female sample, just one had an equal number of males

rest

considering

all

had substantially more moi, with an average male:female

30 studies (those with a mixed male-female sample or single-sex sample)

the male:female ratio climbs to

6: 1

The source of the gender
the disproportionate

ratio 3:1.

bias

is

number of men by

not entirely clear, but often investigators have justified

stating that the gender

breakdown

is reflective

organizations which provided their research participants (for example, a sample's

15

2:

1

of the

ratio

accurately reflectmg the
2:1 ratio of cHentele at the urban

whether (a)

and

men

LGB youth center).

are aware of the. sexual onentation
earher, as hypothesized by
Tro.da., 1988

others, or (b)

gay male youth do not outnumber

lesbian or bisexual female
youth, they

simply have higher rates of utiHzation of
support services/social orgamzation
explanation, such as the possibility (c) that

women

are

(d) less willing to volunteer for research
partiapation

Regardless,

it

remams

generalizations are

male sample

is

made from

is

& SES.

may be originally from

since there are often no

this

LGB

must be taken

youth

self-identified,

Also of note

being done

when any

into account

all-

is

the fact that most mvestigators (about

It

who never go to

college or live in urban

may be very difficult to

LGB youth centers in rural

much

will

access these youth,

and small town areas, and because the

less volunteer for a research project.

drawn from primarily urban and

many of the

smaller towns or rural areas, this demographic information

our understanding of LGB development

LGB

youth to be

In spite of these difficulties,

remain skewed as long as samples continue to be

university settings.

In addition to urban, and coll^e-bound youth being over-represented,

many

City.

is

and being clear when an

often conservative political culture of these areas are not conducive for

New York

other

used.

areas appears to be grossly underrepresented.

to note that

some

m general.

participants,

often not reported, and the experiences of youth

openly

or

reluctant to self-identify as gay, or

obtained their samples from urban and university locations.
While

participants

- -

existing empincal studies. Future research
should attempt to

by mcludmg more young women

Geographic region

80%)

more

the case that most of the research on

with predominantly or exclusively-male samples,
and

correct this bias

It. not dear

it is

interesting

research participants were recruited from one particular metropolitan area:

Nine of the 30

studies obtained their samples solely
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from one

LGB

youth

agency

m New York City, the Hetnck Martin Institute for the

Youth (HMD. Additionally, other

New York

or other

City agencies

partiapants recruited from

m their samplmg of

may have included

of 1814 youth partiapants,

Still, it is

40%

notable that the

Gay

youth from

"large metropolitan areas."

HMI were probably m multiple studies,

"duplicates" in this calculation.

total

investigations probably

Protection of Lesbian and

Many of the

and are therefore

nme samples from HMI compnse a

of the entire number of participants across
studies

forty percent of participants across thirty studies

HMI

came from

a smgle agency

(i .e.

m New York

City).

Ethnic Identity of Participants. There was a great deal of
variation

ethmaty was

reported.

participants at

all;

However,

how participant

Four studies did not include information regardmg ethmc

identity of

another categorized participants only as "Caucasian vs. minority."
The

remainder of the studies reported the ethnic/racial identity of participants
detail.

in

it

is

in at least

important to note that each investigator used his/her

own

some

definition of the

"Other" category. While most investigators tended to report ethnicity using the foUowmg type

of breakdown: "CaucasianAVhite, African American/Black, Latino/Hispanic, Asian, Native

Amencan,

other'' a smaller

number of investigators

Asians, Latinos, or Native Americans

cat^ory

in

some

-

did not include a separate category for

therefore, these individuals

were reported

in the "other"

instances.

Considering the 23 studies that did rqjort the ethnic identity of participants

some

detail,

a meta-breakdown indicated that, across studies, participants were

CaucasianAVhite,

24%

African Amencan/Black,

Native American, and 3.2% "other."
"other" are probably Asian,

is in this

it

23%

Latino/Hispanic,

Even considering that some of the

m at least

45%

0.6% Asian, 1.0%
individuals listed as

remains striking how small the proportion of Asian respondents

group of studies. The experiences of Caucasian, African American, and Latino
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individuals (espeaally males)
appears to be the most stron^y
represented

The

studies.

relatively

hi^

percentage of Afncan

Amencan and

a reflection of the frequent use of
HMI as a recruitment

Sexual

identity.

With

r^rd to the sexual

group of

m particular, is

site.

identity of research participants

etc.),

the authors of these

were often unclear about exacdy who they
were studymg, how they assessed

sexual identity of partiapants, and to
Particularly

this

Latino males,

(partiapant's identification as lesbian, gay,
bisexual, questioning,
investigations

by

whom they believed their findmgs

ambiguous was mformation about the

For example, some

articles (e.g.

only terms "gay and lesbian"

inclusion or exclusion of bisexual
youth.

m the title and abstract, but later state that their mvestigation

entitled their study

Suicidality of Lesbian,

generalize.

Edwards, 1996; Hunter, 1990; Kruks, 1991)
would include

included "gay, lesbian and bisexual youth."

D' Augelli (1995)

would

Gay and

Another study did the opposite: Hershberger and

"The Impact of Victimization on the Mental Health and

Bisexual Youths," however, in the

text,

they most typically

used the terms "lesbian and gay youth" without explaimng the
absence of bisexual youth.

Kruks' 1991 study
Concerns,"

all

entitled

of the tables

"Gay and Lesbian

Hetrick

Homeless/Street Youth: Special Issues and

m the article referred to youths of both genders as "gay and

bisexual," (no mention of "bisexual" in the

Some

In

title,

no mention of "lesbian"

other authors did not address the notion of bisexuality at

& Martin (1987) and

in the tables).

all.

For example,

Schneider (1991) used the terms "homosexual" or "gay and

lesbian" throughout the entire text of the article, not explaining whether bisexual youth were

included, excluded, or

lumped together under the "gay,"

because bisexuality was not recognized as a
investigation,

over

23%

it

was

"lesbian," and "homosexual" headings

distinct identity.

In Savin- Williams'

reported that, using the Kinsey scale (Kinsey,

of the study sample indicated "heterosexual
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Pomeroy

interest" along with

1989

& Martin,

homosexual

1948)

feelings, yet

aU participants

in the study

this case,

It IS

preferred

by the youth themselves,

or whether they classified that

pubertal maturation and self-esteem

feelmgs; however,

identity.

m males

agam used the Kmsey

scale to assess sexual

m this study the terms "gay" and "bisexual" to descnbe partiapants.

This

terminology over a relatively short time span could
mdicate that some researchers are

There
participants

tiiey

is

is

also a lack of clarity in reporting

assessed.

Newman

were intendmg to study

participants' sexual identity

participants

was

identity.

how

(or whether) sexual identity of

& Muzzomgro (1993) for example, clearly mdicated which
(in this case,

"gay males"), but did not descnbe how

assessed, or if it

was assessed

at

all.

In this study,

were recruited from "two lesbian and gay college organizations, one

gay youth dance, one lesbian and gay youth group, and
night once a week."

by

way due to the mvestigator's

Savm-Williams' more recent (1995) study
of

slowly beginning to recognize bisexuality as a distinct

group

"lesbian." In

not clear whether the identity labels
of "gay" and "lesbian" were the
ones

assumptions about the nature of sexual

shift in

were ultimately categonzed as "gay"
or

Was the

a

lesbian and

gay nightclub which had an under-21

sexual identity of study participants merely assumed to be "gay"

virtue of their gender, and their willingness to be in a study on "gay" youth?

may be problematic givoi that many

who

youth

recruitment sites for research participants

visit

the places which are

(e.g. college

LGB

If so, this

commonly used

as

organizations and social clubs) do

not necessarily identify as "gay." Improvements for future research include more explicitiy

stating

which groups are being

assumptions

tliat

studied,

the investigator

how

may have

identity of participants

it

distinct idaitity).

idaitity terms used in the title

appears that bisexual youth, and youth

assessed, and any

regarding the nature of sexual identity (such as

whether the investigator recognizes bisexuality as a

Based upon the

was

who

are

still

19

and abstracts of the

3

1

selected studies,

questioning their sexual identity are

senously underrep resented

- -

or, as

suggested above, that the presence
of these youth

obscured by use of "gay" and "lesb.an"
as catch-all tem.s for
over half of the 3 studies
1

rev.e^^^ed (55o/o)

dearly indicated

all

is

sexual minonty youth.

Just

m title or abstract that bisexual

youth were included. Only one of the
31 studies indicated clearly that
questioning/unsure

youth were included.
semantics

of more

-

(i.e.

It is

not clear

if the invisibility

of these youth

is

pnmanly

a matter of

bisexual and questioning youth are partiapating
in research, yet in the absence

fitting identity descnptors, these

youth must classify themselves as "gay"
or "lesbian")

or whether this potentially large segment of the
non-heterosexual population has been

excluded from

It is

much LGB

adolescence research.

possible that youth

who

are currently questiomng their identity status

may be

those most vulnerable to under-representation in research
on the adolescence of sexual
mdividuals. This

largest

is

of concern, given that "questiomng" youth

segment of adolescents

who

mmonty

may in fact comprise the

ultimately identity as lesbian, gay or bisexual. For

example, in Rust's 1993 study of 406 adult lesbian and bisexual women, the
average age of
"first

homosexual attraction" for lesbian women was 15.4

questioning of heterosexual identity"

was

identification as bisexual or lesbian"

was not

years, the average age of "first

17.0 years, but the average age of "first

until

20.9 years. For bisexual womai, the

average ages were about three years older at 18.1, 20.0 and 23.4, respectively.
studies similarly report that, for both

women and men who

Many other

ultimately identify as lesbian,

gay

or bisexual, the adolescent years are often spent questioning and exploring one's sexual

identity.

When

faced with a dichotomous cat^orical question

"do you identify as heterosexual or homosexual"),
will

it is

which only

1

sexual identity (e.g.

likely that these still-questioning youths

choose to identify as "heterosexual ." Consider Coles

sexuality, in

r^rding

& Stokes

1985 study of adolescent

out of 1,067 youths identified themselves as "homosexual"
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-

about

one tenfl, of one perca,t

-

5%

it is

tme that

reported having had a Wstory
of a. least one same-sex

relationship.

Assuming that
lesbian,

a large

gay or bisexual are not firmly

number of people who

identified as such

ultimately identify as

dunng their

adolescent years, but are,

developmentally, at some stage of "questiomng"
their heterosexual identity,
research on

LGB adolescence does not seem to adequately consider this

inclusion of questioning youth

these youth are

is

particularly important

gay or bisexual

are not only "self-identified," but

It

LGB

metiiodologically

m the midst of a developmental process of identity formation that

self identified as lesbian,

attendmg

odd that most

most of these

-

who

The

m developmental research because

area to study. However, rather than tailoring
methodology to youth

who

it is

studies

who

,s

a cruaal

are not only firmly

seems to seek out those youth

are also "out" enough regardmg their identity
to be

resource centers, support groups, social clubs, bars,

etc.

almost certain that conclusions are being drawn about the
adolescence of LGB

individuals based only on a small subset of the population.

Our understanding of sexual

minority youth must include the experiences of bisexual, transgendered, and
questioning/unsure adolescents, as well as those youth self-identified as "lesbian"
and "gay."
Until then, our portrait will remain skewed.

Sampling

strategies

.

Table 5 summarizes the sampling strat^es used

studies reviewed. Please note that

Each of these

studies

obtain research participants;

many studies

all utilized

in the

30

used a combination of recruitment techniques.

non-random, purposive or convenience samples to

many investigators

point to the overwhelming challenge of

obtaining an adequately large probability sample, and describe their often creative, elaborate

methods they used to
this lack

recruit participants.

of random sampling

in this

Still, it is

important to consider the ramifications of

body of literature.
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It

appears that some routine patterns
of recruitment have developed
by researchers

trymg to access these youth, such as
the common technique of recruiting

metropohtanLGB youth

groups.

likely, non-self-identified,

centers.

Also

left

Who might this

participants at

recruitment source be lea vmg
out?

Most

questiomng, and not-yet-out youth
would not be attendmg these

out would be rural and suburban youth

who do not have transportation

access to these urban centers, and youth from
rural low-SES families. Youth

who

or

are not

English-speaking seem to be frequently excluded (with
the exception of those from centers
such
as the

Hetnck Martm

strat^es also

LGB

Institute,

which serves a large Latmo

select against sexual minority youth

These samplmg

who do not necessarily

community, choosing to soaalize or seek support

speaal

clientele).

identify with the

services at organizations without a

LGB focus. Random sampling from the population at large would more accurately

capture the range and diversity of the sexual

mmonty experience,

strategies with tend to access small enclaves of

C. Assumptions:

What assumptions

Researchers'

rather than current

samplmg

LGB youth at specialized centers.

conceptualizations of sexual identitv

about the nature of sexual idaitity guide this body of research,

terms of how sexual identity

is

in

conceptualized, the developmaital nature of sexual identity

formation, and the timing of this process? Given the current lack of consensus on these issues,
it is

especially important for researdiers and theoreticians to clarify their stance. Whether

explicit or not, these

assumptions affect what types of research questions an investigator asks,

the methods used, and the interpretation of results.

In short, in nearly

all

of these studies, investigators do not clarify the assumptions

guiding their research. As mentioned in the section on methodology,

many do

not state their

conceptualization of sexual identity, or give definitions of the sexual idaitity terms they use.
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nor clearly indicate whether certain
groups (such as bisexual and
questioning youth) are
included, excluded, or

lumped

in

with other groups.

TTiere are several possible reasons for
investigators' lack of clanty
regarding sexual
Identity.

Probably the most obvious source of confusion

regarding the nature of sexual identity

example, some researchers

-

how to

conceptualize, define, and assess

may not mclude bisexual

bisexuality to exist as a distinct construct.

more of a continuous shading of identities, from

heterosexual"

(Kmsey

et.al.,

may view

attraction, others define

it

sexual identity as an "essential"

Some may define

by behavior, and

still

sexual identity

"exclusively homosexual" to "exclusively

perhaps biologically determined characteristic, whereas others
consider
revised product of social construction.

For

sexual identity as a "categorical"

identity, others

Some tend to view

1948).

it.

youth because they simply do not consider

Some may view

type of vanable, with clear distmctions between each
as

the lack of a clear consensus

is

others

it

sexual identity

to be a contmually-

by feelmgs of

by the individual's own sense of self or

identity.

Writers on this subject have attempted to delineate distinctions and designate clear
definitions of different idaitities, but

it

does not appear that researchers universally adhere to

any one common understanding. Without

clarity

know how to

whom they generalize.

interpret the findings,

conducting research,

and to

on these matters,

it is

difficult for readers to

In the practical world of

how can an investigator best concqjtualize research

questions and carry

out a research project on sexual minority individuals givai the lack of consensus on these

issues?

One issue of particular
member of the target group

salience

for study.

is

how

Is it

a researcher defines participants as being a

more

valid for

an investigator define to the sexual

idaitity of the study participants using a standard, "operational" definition based on the
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partiapants' feeUngs/behavor
partiapant, without

or should partiapants' identity
be defined solely by the

-

r^rd for a

standard "operational" behavior-based
definition?

outsider's conceptualization of another
person's identity ever be considered
that individual's

own

conceptualization?

community

valid than

Consider Hershberger and D'Augelli's
1995 study

of the impact of victimization on the mental
health of youth
lesbian

more

Can an

who were

recruited

from "gay and

centers" across the country; after collecting
data from a large

participants, the mvestigators chose to elimmate
data from

all

youth

who

number of

identified as

"bisexual but predommantly heterosexual," because the
authors speculated that these youth

would not have experienced as much
be known what differences exist

stress

and victimization as other youth.

in the experiences

of youth

"bisexual but predominantly heterosexual" versus those

but predommantly homosexual"?

could

it

who

who

But can

truly

it

define themselves as

define themselves as "bisexual

Using Hershberger and D' Augelli 's study as an example,

be the case that those youth who have experienced a particularly

homophobic environment were the ones

less eager to define themselves as

homosexual," r^rdless of their true feelings?

which participants are bisexual "enough"

(or,

and

hostile

"predommantly

Where should the line be drawn

gay or lesbian "enough")

LGB issues - and who should be the one to draw it?

Where this

stressful

to be

in

determining

m a study on

line will surely

have an

effect

on our understanding of LGB development.
This question also brings to the fore the issue of whether sexual identity

is

construed

as an essential, stable feature of one's identity vs. a socially constructed product of a person's

interaction within a cultural

and

explicitly state their leanings

on

historical context.

On the whole,

this issue (though biases

very type of research questions asked). In

light

these authors do not

can often be detected, based upon the

of the ongoing discourse on

constructionist' issues in other academic disciplines,
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it is

'essentialist-

unusual that those researchers

conducting research on
perspective. This

LGB

development rarely exphatly link their
findings to

may perhaps

either

be due to the mherent, assumed
focus on the md.vidual withm

the field of psychology; culture, and
other contextual vanables are
mcreasmgly acknowledged
in clmical

and developmental psychology, but the

processes

remams paramount. Thus,

"default" or

it

emphasis on core, intrapsychic

the essentialist perspective could be
considered the

assumed perspective of traditional academic psychology.

Given the current lack of consensus
identities,

field's

r^rdmg how to define and conceptualize sexual

seems prudent for researchers to

assumptions on

this topic, state precisely

at least overtly

how

sexual identity

the selection criteria were for a partiapant to be mcluded

assumptions inherent in the study
will

be impossible to know to
D. Distribution:

overview of how

is

their

own underlymg

assessed, clearly mdicate what

m the study, and discuss how the

may influence the findings.

whom the research findings

An

acknowledge

Without such clanfication,

it

are meant to gaieralize.

this literature

has been disseminated

Table 6 provides information regarding the investigators who have conducted this
research, and

It is

where

it

has been published.

interesting that, just as a gender bias exists in the samples of study participants, a

similar bias also exists

among authors of this

research. Forty-five percait of the 3

reviewed were authored by one or more men, whereas
or

29%

1

studies

of the studies were authored by one

more women; the remainder were authored by a mixed team of men and women.

clear

what the source of this gender imbalance

is;

it

It

who

apply for or

who

receive

could also simply be the result of differing research

interests.
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not

may reflect the disproportionate number

of men in academic jobs, or a disproportionate number of men
fijnding for empirical research.

It is

It is

notable that this body of Hterature

cluneal and developmental
psychology
rather than

However,

which

,s

The

m .nterd,saplma.y joun^als

reasons for this are not entirely
clear.

one mdication that researchers, cliniaans,
and students

may not have adequate exposure to findmgs

,t is

certainly relevant to the fields
of

bemg pubUshed

largely

mainstream psychology journals.

this is

psychology
the case,

m

- is

-

LGB

regardmg

in the field

of

development.

particularly of concern because psychologists
are the soaal scientists often in
the

role of documenting, defimng, revismg
our understanding of "normative

Given that many currently-practiang psychologists
were tramed

in

human development."

an era

in

which

homosexuality was classified as an "official" mental disorder,
the need for up-to-date,
biased information

academic psychologists and applied psychologists,
students

psychology and human development
regarding normative

Gullotta,

less

m the mamstream literature of the discipline seems to be cruaal.

In addition to

Adams,

If this is

LGB

may also not

be adequately exposed to information

development and experiences. Most textbook authors

& Markstrom- Adams,

m

(for example,

1994; Cobb, 1992; Santrock, 1993; Sternberg,

1993) give extremely scant coverage to issues relevant to

LGB

youth and sexual identity

development. Most allot only a few paragraphs to the adolescent experiences of sexual
minority individuals, often with a focus on "what causes homosexuality?" The dearth of

normative data on non-heterosexual youth

in these texts perpetuates the notion

homosexuality and bisexuality as deviant, and does

little

of

to alter psychology's heterosexist

bias.

E.

Conclusions from Part

A review of recent psychological

literature

I

on the adolescence of LGB persons

highlights the interconnectedness between investigators' theoretical assumptions about sexual

identity, the research

methods employed (especially sampling technique and tenninology), what
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types of research questions are
posed, and ultimately, the empirical
outcomes of the
investigations.

This review reveals a pnmanly descriptive
body of research, focusmg on the
problems

and

stresses

of self-identified, out youth. While the
studies reviewed provided
compelling

information regardmg the expenences, stresses
and needs of these youth,

many mvestigations

are not adequately Imked to theory, and most
utilized study samples that
probably do not
represent the broader population of adolescents
bisexual.

urban

who

ultimately identify as lesbian,

Speafically, most samples were comprised of
males

LGB youth support center,

expenences of youth

who

or university

LGB

who have

sought services at an

organizations. Less represented are the

are either female, bisexual or questionmg, of
ethnic

(especially Asian), living in rural/small

town

utilized a prospective, longitudmal format,

In most of these studies, there

was

areas, or non-college bound.

how

how

studies

considerable lack of clarity regarding

was

assessed, and to

was recogmzed

whom the findings

Disagreement regarding the nature of sexual

and members of the

continued controversies,

have

how

LGB

community on these

fijture investigations

as

of the

identity,

sexual identity should be assessed, seems to reflect the general lack of consaisus

theorists, activists

status

and none have benefited from random samplmg.

sexual identity

study were meant to generalize.

mmonty

Few

investigators conceptualized sexual identity (speafically whether bisexuality

a distmct identity group),

gay or

and

among

questions. In spite of these

can be made stronger by explicitly stating

assumptions about the nature of sexual identity which guide the research, and how the

methodology

is

linked to these conceptualizations.

Authors of these studies were more often men than women. Most were published
interdisciplinary journals,

As a

result, research

and a much smaller number

in

and applied psychologists have only
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in

psychology/mental health journals.

limited access to findings

from these

stud.es, as only

journal,

two

studies appeared in a "mainstream"

APA peer-reviewed psychology

and authors of standard textbooks on
adolescence have

these findings into their texts.

As

such, this

typically not incon^orated

body of research appears

ghettoized, not reaching the "masses" within
the field of psychology.
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to

remam somewhat

CHAPTER m
PARTH: INPUT FROM LGB COMMUNITY
MEMBERS

In the second phase of this project,
a senes of six qualitative focus
group interviews

conducted to provide information about issues
considered most
suggestions for

improvmg ftiture mvestigations. Each

question,

It

was hoped

mput direcUy from members of the

would lend valuable and necessary insights

LGB

adolescence, and

interview mvolved a small group of
"expert

informants" from the lesbian, gay and bisexual
community.
collaborative approach, receivmg

salient to

was

in

how to

that this type of

'target population'

address the limitations

m current

research, as well as in determining recommendations for
future research.

A.

Participants

mmority sexual

&

Method

Recruitment. Twenty-two individuals (12

identities participated in this

women and

10 men) with

phase of the study. Most were enrolled

in

undergraduate psychology courses at the a large northeastern university, and were recruited
via a

psychology department-wide "prescreening" questionnaire. The prescreening instrument contamed
several questions

which pertained to sexual

identity, feelings

of attraction, and sexual behavior, as

well as a question asking specifically whether the respondent would like to be contacted for the

study (see Appendix A). Only those prescreening respondents

who

indicated that their identity or

behavior was not exclusively heterosexual, and who indicated an interest
project

were telephoned and

were not

from the recruitment phase of this

that they

were not contacted.

Given the methodological nature of this
statistics

Those who indicated

invited to participate in the study.

interested in research participation

in this particular research

project,

project.

prescreening questionnaire, 201 (approximately

it is

Of the

interesting to note

2,279 students

9%) indicated
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some of the

who took the

either (1) a history

of sexual

beha.or that was not exclus.vely
heterosexual and/or
"lesbian," "b.exual" or "quest.omng."
study, 140

ofthem

(700/0) also

Of these

mdicated interest

(2) use of a sexual .dent.ty label
of "gay,"

201 ,nd.v,duals quaUfied to
pamapate

mbemg involved m the study.

. th.s

These 140

respondents were considered "quaHfied"
and "interested." Contact was
attempted with 95 of these
individuals via phone, and 76 of attempted
contacts resulted

m either phone messages or

conversations which conveyed the basic nature
of the study. As a result of these 76

messages/conversations, 42 people were scheduled
for interviews, and ultimately,
20 of them
partiapated. Those

the

who were

mght of the group

contacted but opted to not participate
were typically unavailable on

session, scheduled to attend a group
but then did not

show

up, or

were

simply no longer interested. Ultimately, 26.3%
(20 mdividuals) of the 76 "qualified" and
"interested" individuals

who were

contacted participated

additional participants,

who were

both students at other local colleges, were recruited
via an

announcement

No

at a local

LGBT^

m one of the focus groups. Two

resource center.

monetary compensation was awarded

to partiapants; however, those

who were

interested could receive "experimental credits" toward their
psychology coursework. All except

two

participants opted for this credit.

Demographic

characteri stics

characteristics of age, sex, ethnicity,

were undergraduate collie

-

age, sex, gender, ethnicity Table 7 contains demographic

and sexual

studaits, ranging

years.

Just over half of the participants were

evenly

split

identity of the

22 participants.

from 18 to 23 years

womai

old,

All partiapants

with an average age of 19 7

(55%); however, the gender breakdown was

between males and females, as there was one transgendered participant who described

his sex as "female"

and gender as "male."

Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, and Transgendered
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Partiapants were asked to define their
ethnic identity

m their own terms.

Sixteen

individuals (72.70/0) descnbed themselves
as either White, Caucasran,
Angio-Saxon or European

American, 2 participants (9.2%)

identified themselves as AJrican

Hispanic (9.2%) and one as Jewish-White

.

One participant

American or Black;

2 as

did not respond to the ethnic identity

question.

Sexual identity characteristics: sexual identity nutness.

an open-ended format what term or terms best described
identified themselves as gay,

fir<;t

aw.rpnpcc

When

asked

m

their sexual identity, 6 participants

4 as lesbian, 4 as bisexual,

3 as questioning or unsure,

and one

participant (each) identified as: homosexual, predominantly gay,
queer, lesbian-dyke, and

straight-transgendered. All participants reported

(55%) to

bemg either

"out" (45%) or "partially out"

others regarding their current sexual identity.

Participants

were asked

to indicate

dunng which age

bracket they became aware of their

current sexual identity. Four participants reported being aware of their sexual identity prior to age

(18.1%); 9 reported awareness between ages

1 1

(3

1

.8%), and

identity.'*

1

1 1

and 14 (40%), 7 between ages 15 and 18

between ages 19 and 22; one participant reported being not yet aware of her

Most (68.2%)

rqjorted

first

"coming out"

to others

by age

18; however,

out betwe«i ages 19 to 22, one betweai ages 23 and 26, and one person reported

Data

collection materials

and procedures

18.1% came

bemg not

yet out.

Interviews were conducted, and written

questionnaires were administered, in an interactive, focus group format.

The

data which were

collected included: (1) transcripts of the group interviews (2) written responses to the Partiapant

Questionnaire and (3) written responses

questionnaires.

The

to,

and ratings

of, eight

types of sexual identity

Six 2-hour focus groups took place, each comprised of between two and six

participants

who were

question differently

-

questioning their sexual identity status

may have each

some reporting the age when they became aware of their

others indicating being 'not yet aware.'
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interpreted this

'questioning' status, and

partiapants. Groups conveaed in
a neutral meeting space on
the University of Massachusetts

campus, and were faahtated by the
primary mvestigator. Each group
followed a standard, semistructured fonnat (see Focus

Group Inter^ew

Protocol, Appendix B): after
an explanation of the

study and completion of consent forms
(Appendix C), partiapants
Questionnaire (Appendix D), participated
several sets of rating forms

filled

out the Partiapant

m an mteractive group discussion, and responded to

which peitamed

to different methods of assessmg
sexual identity

(Appendix E). Twenty partiapants were mterviewed

m this fashion. Two individuals who were

unable to attend one of the groups were mterviewed
on an mdividual

basis.

Procedures for these

interviews were identical to those described above,
except for the one-on-one rather than interactive

nature of the interviews.'

Greater homogeneity

facilitating a

among focus group

more open and comfortable dialogue (Morgan,

used as a factor in recruitment of participants,
specific groups.

Initially,

awaraiess

(i.e.

was used

commonalties

It

aware of non-heterosexual

was hoped that through

developed in the scheduling of the

'

When

all

idaitity prior to

-

this

age

was not
mto

identity, as reported

who

m

on the

reported having an

age 18) were scheduled together,

18, or

still

questioning) were

type of groupmg, participants

may find some

and therefore differences betwe«i those

in

each age

may be better identified.

While 'age of awareness' was

group were men,

factor in scheduling partiapants

(either after

in their adolescent experiences

of awareness group

was a

as an organizing factor. Individuals

and those who became aware more recaitiy
scheduled together.

it

1988). While homogeneity

age of first awareness of mmonty sexual

prescreening questionnaire,

earlier

participants has been recognized as useful

first

initially

used as organizing factor, an interesting pattern

three groups:

all

participants in the 'earlier-awareness'

those in the 'later-awaraiess/still questioning' group were womai. As

discussing analyses, these two individual interviews are included in discussions of focus group

findings.
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mentioned earHer, U has been
hypothesized that gay and b.sexual
men have an ead.er awara^ess of

the. sexual identity than lesb.ans or
b.sexual
pattern wh.ch emerged

age of awareness, or
three groups, the

the

.f

wom^ (Troiden,

m these focus groups truly md^cates a relationship
.t

was merely

a comadence.

remaming three groups were

orgamzmg homogeneous

factor.

To mamtam

3, 4,

and

unclear

.f the

between one's sex and

a pattern consistent with the
first

two

all-male groups (groups

#2 and 6)

(1

)

important issues and experiences of

ultimately identify as non-heterosexual;
(2) concerns which these young people

may have about partiapatmg m
to

.s

5).

Interviews focused on three general topic areas:

who

U

schedtded, mtentionally, to use
pardapant's sex as

Ultimately, there were

and four all-female groups (groups #1,

adolescents

1988); however,

make partiapation

a research project; (3) suggestions for researchers
r^rding

how

m a research project a more safe, comfortable and rewarding expenence for

young people who are not heterosexual or who

are questioning their sexuality. In most groups,
the

discussion of "suggestions for researchers" included feedback on the
eight types of sexual identity
questions.

The

Participant Questionnaire, administered just prior to the discussion,
mcluded

several open-ended questions on these topics as well.

The

questionnaire

was

intended to stimulate

partiapants to identify their ideas and opinions before the interactive discussion, as well as to

provide a more comfortable format to convey material which

may be difficult to

share in a group

setting.

In determining the point at

followed what

is

which a

sufficient

number

interviews were conducted,

I

recognized to be a 'rule of thumb' in focus group research: oiough data has

beoi collected whoi themes are recurring steadily from one group discussion to the next, to the
extent that group responses to each question

become almost

predictable (Morgan, 1988).

reach this point of predictably-recurring themes, six groups were conducted.
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To

Dat^Analysi. Wh.le transcnpts from the
quahtative group mter^ews
comprised
majonty of data

collected,

it is

important to note that both
mdrndual' and 'group' data, as

well as both qualitative and
quantitative data were collected as
a part of this project
'individual
'

the

The

data included each partiapants'
responses to the Participant
Questionnaire and to

the eight rating forms (some responses
on each being

numenc

ratings, others narrative

responses to open-ended questions); 'group'
data included transcnpts of interactive,
qualitative

group discussions. Data analysis techniques were
chosen accordingly, and

will

be

descnbed below.

The nature offocus group data. Compared with data
gathered

comments made within the context of focus group

fashion,

dynamic group

when

interaction,

an mdividual

discussion are the product of a

from how a partiapants might respond

different

interviewed individually (Aubel, 1994; Morgan, 1988). For
example some partiapants

may feel

shy, less able to express themselves in a group context; however,

volunteers for this study

-

and are perhaps

in

-

which was

clearly billed as

may feel

view, or which

efforts

is

interaction.

facilitator to

view when expressed.

down their

aicourage alternative perspectives and validate

Additionally, partiapants

were given an opportunity

individual opinions on the three main questions being investigated (on the

Participant C^estionnaire) prior to the group discussion on the

of the potential limitations with focus group

of group interviewing

phenomenon from

some

otherwise perceived to be unpopular. In light of this potential problem,

differing points of

In spite

Still,

reluctant to express an opinion which diverges with the predominant

were made by the group

to write

likely that

involvmg an interactive group discussion

were generally among those more comfortable with group

participants

it is

are: the ability to

same topics.

data,

some of the unique aspects

hear explanations and interpretations of a given

different points of view, the opportunity for individuals to reflect on others'
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statements and

gam a

opWons

(noting differences as well as
areas of consensus), and the
abU.ty to

broader range of mput than one m,ght
be able to during an equivalent
number of

individual interviews.

Armlysis of narrative focus group data.
In preparation for analysis of
the focus group
discussions (and the

two

individual interviews), complete
transcnpts

were generated. The pnmary

processes of analysis included an ethnographic,
inductive, exploration of themes
which emerged

from the group discussion, followed by a quantitative
content analysis of the frequency of each
theme. This type of content/thematic approach to
narrative data analysis
(1988), Aubel (1994), and Anastas

investigations

on related topics

project.

Bradford, 1997).

identified, coded,

To promote trustworthiness

committee) both evaluated, and helped to

assistant each

and

by the primary

tallied

of thematic codes (Lincoln

(an undergraduate research assistant familiar with

involved a three-step process.

descnbed by Morgan

& MacDonald (1994), and has been used in qualitative

(e.g.

Thematic categories were

is

First, the

LGB

revise, the list

issues,

& Guba,

investigator of this

1985), two other readers

and the chair of this

of themes

thesis

initially generated.

This

primary investigator and the undergraduate research

mdependently analyzed the transcribed interviews of focus group discussions

idaitify emergent themes. Next, the resultant lists of thematic categories

to

were compared and

discussed by the two independent raters. As a result of this process, a few weak themes were

eliminated,

and a few prominent themes were divided

agreed-upon themes was generated; nearly

all

into sub-categories.

of the thematic categories were basically

agreement, so only minor revisions needed to be made at this

thesis chair),

and read through the theme

of themes identified by the
designated

by the

first

two

first

two

readers

list,

Ultimately, a final

and

all

stqp.

six focus

fitting,

of

in

Finally, a third reader (the

group transcripts to assess the

readers. This final reader felt that the thematic

were

list

"fit"

cat^ones

able to sufficiently capture the diversity of themes
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that arose out of the discussions.

transcript,

pnmaiy investigator

and used a "sassor-and-sort" procedure
(Morgan, 1988),

comments of participants

nie format
the most

After this process, the

into

carefully re-read each

to classify the transcribed

one of the identified categories.

for presentation of these data

promment themes) and graphic

(tables

is

both narrative

(text,

with quotes representing

and figures dep.ctmg the emergent themes,
with the

relative frequency of each).

Participant ratings of eight sexual identity assessment
methods. Partiapants evaluated
eight different

strengths

methods commonly used to assess sexual

and weaknesses were assessed: how well does

identity? is

it

clear? confusmg?, etc.

Appendix

identity.

Specifically, each metiiod's

this question

allow you to convey your

E contams the rating forms

which partiapants

used to evaluate the eight methods (Category Type A, Category Type B,
Category Type C, Kmsey,

Modified Kinsey, Klein, Coleman, and Write-m Response).
represent

some common ways

These eight types were intended to

sexual identity has been assessed, including categorical methods

("check-a-box" type methods); continuum-based methods (such as Kinsey,
intricate, multifaceted

methods (such as Coleman, 1987 and Klein,

These data were not analyzed for this

thesis,

et. al.

et. al.

1985).

with the exception of one item particularly

relevant to research with adolescmts. Participants were asked to rate

how

suitable each

would be for use with young people who may not be sure about their sexual
which assessment method
rating of each

method was

is

1948) and

identity.

predicted to be most useful for this population, the

mean

mediod

To determme
"suitability"

calculated.

B. Results

Analyses of the data (focus group transcripts and participant rating forms) yielded the

following results:
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^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

^-

To

help detenrune which
methods of sexual idoitity
assessment

for use with adolescents,
participants rated ei^t
methods according to
for a person

who

is

ratmg for each method were

The method with

the highest

0,

"not at

calculated,

mean

method which affords respondents the

all

and may be found on Table

suitability

largest

ratmg

The method with

indicate that sexual identity

,s

would be

uncertam.

m a different term,

rating

was the dichotomous 'Category Type

either

"homosexual" or "heterosexual."

is

the

with,

by

far,

identity

or mdicatmg

'Wnte-m Response'

m identifymg oneself,

The method

8.

m definmg their sexual

the second highest suitability
ratmg

is still

Mean

'Category C,' the cat^ory-type

number of options

method, which also provides a great amount
of freedom

2.

suitable they

suitable," to 6, "veiy suitable."

(lesbian, bisexual, gay, etc.) as
well as the option of writmg

uncertamty.

how

appropnate

unclear about his/her sexual
id^tity. Participants rated
the methods

(App«.dix E) on a Likert-type scale
from
suitability

may be most

and the option to

the lowest suitability

A,' which asks respondents identify
themselves as

Focus group interviews

The three general
adolescents

who

topics of discussion included: (A) important issues

ultimately

do not

identify as heterosexual,

persons may have about participating

how

to

make participation

in

in

a research project;

a research project a more

experience for LGB or 'questioning' young people

on the

first

.

topic (identifying important experiences).
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safe,

(B) concerns

and experiences of

which these young

(C) suggestions for researchers re:

comfortable

The majonty of time

and rewarding

m discussion was spent

a.

Question A:

What .ssues

are most sal.ent for adoiesc«,ts

who ultimately .dentrfy as

lesbian, gay,

or bisexual?

Most partiapants appeared to be genuinely

eager to share about their
adolescent

expenences, some noting that they were
so depnved of support and
validation

in the past, that the

focus group expenence was a positive
one for them. Group discussions
(espeaally those with five
or

more partiapants)

was

discussed.

often

became

lively

and mteractive, especially when

this first general question

After transcnption and codmg, twenty-eight
distmct themes were identified

m

response to this question, and then grouped accordmg
to four general headings: intrapersonal
issues

-

personal development, mental health, feelings about

peer and romantic relationships; school/academic issn^.

expenences; and cultural/soaetal issues
defines each of the 28 themes

this

all

mten^ersonal is.ne.

-

family,

academic and school-related

experience of larger cultural environment. Table 9

which emerged

theme was mentioned across

themes.

-

-

self;

m the discussion of Question A, mdicating how often

six groups; Figure

Themes from each of these four headmgs

will

1

depicts the 10

be discussed

most commonly mentioned

in the following sections, with

narrative examples of the most prominent themes provided.

Intrapersonal issues.

The

most prevalent theme

single

pertained to adolescents' loss of self (theme Al)

-

either

m the focus group discussions

due to mtentionally hiding one's non-

heterosexual identity, or becoming disconnected, unintoitionally, from a sense of who he/she

This theme

came up

in every group,

among both men and women, and among participants of

diverse sexual identities. Oftai participants spoke in terms of "playing a role" or

mask" during adolescence,
...it

was

was
like

like... creating
I

was

really, reaWy.

to be this
[Still,

.

in order to

hurts.

I

.

today] at one point

'The Real Me.'

You

I

...after

awhile

I

didn't even think about

had to be "Mr. Man" or you know, Mr. Masculine".. And

dnnk

be 'The

friends,

beer,

sit

Mask Me,'

you know, because
around watch

...and then

I'll

I

couldn't be me.

TV with the guys,

totally

change, and

your speech, your body, your mannensms they
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all

it, it

it

.

football,

I'll

shift -

"weanng a

or to avoid harassment:

had trouble making

macho guy. play
.

fit in,

a whole other person to be.

that person.
.

is.

I

had

you know.
be

I'll

change

.

.

But,

anyone was anything other than 'Mr.
Normal,' you were ndiculed.
So you were forc^ to
go along with that stereotype. You could
always focus your mmd on bemg
sle^n you '^^^^^
So you don t have to think about who you
are, really. Because there
waf
alwarsomrnr
else, to occupy my nund...so I
never had to think about who
/was.
I never had to find
o^^never had othii^ about who I was deep
down.
.my challenge was tiying to aa
.ke
everyone else. You just had to fit m, I
thought I had to do that at least.
(6)
.

.

.

.So people

maybe this

make

is

you

m order to not be alone.

different sacnfices

what

I

am

Because, well, because
belong, then

.

but I'm

.

.

.

gomg to

didn't] explore

it

You just

say to yourself

to myself...m order to be

m the group

everyone needs to belong .om.w/,.r.,
somehow. And

.

lose a big part of yourself

For some, there was a fear of what they might
[I

keep

you don't

if

(1)

find, should the

who I was because I was
.

mask be removed:

afraid of what

I

would

discover.

I

was

repressing
*^
^

myself. (6)

So

I

guess

pretty

I

much

ignored

thought: ohno, better not

go

it all

there.

Partiapants hypothesized what they

through high school.
.

.at least

.

may be

losing or risking

friendships that might have developed, had they been

of her/his

[You

lose]

Your

way I wanted

identity, and,

identity.

And

to act.

I felt

like

have those

feelings, but

by "weanng the mask"

and self-confidence, as well as

more authentic to

a result of hiding one's sexual identity, a person

either all or part

...I'd

is

-

was

just

and

potential

Many felt

their true selves.

"incomplete," and loses contact with

perhaps wasting valuable time, not truly living one's

I

I

not until college. (4)

identified characteristics such as self-respect, dignity,

that, as

"Hey
"

silenced in high school, because

you're just losing part of yourself in

that.

part of your dignity, because you're just shutting yourself down.

I

I

life:

couldn't act the

Like he said, you lose

got really quiet.

.

And I'm

kind of coming out of it now. (2)
[you feel] that you're living a
destructive.

.

.

The number

not quite true to yourself

you're shutting something

these years I've just sort of.

*

life that's

.

.

In retrospect,

off.

where was 17?

..

females; interviews 2,6,8

think that's really

you look back and.

.

.

feel like all

(1

in parentheses following each quote indicates interview number.

=

I

males.
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Interviews 1,3,4,5,7

=

of

Z

fnends,

tiie fnends that you would
have had, social things you laiow
nothing's
you can't be yourself, nothing is fun.
When you are always'puttinron" a^
Jo^canTbT
yourself and you always have to worry
about what people are goin^ to thi^
So
I ^n^ it's
so much
.

easier to just be 'out,' and not in
the closet. It's just so

out. But...the

problem

don't

is, I

thmk that's

possible

much

m hi^ school.

easier

°f "^^ L^"^^' '
"
di^tt develop.
"'v
didn
You r''""''
know, an emptmess. There's nothmg there.
But

°f

It/

hfe.

on

youtt

o be

n^t now at"^st.(2)

Not

it's

brain that

a huge part of my

Theresab.gpartofmylife,thatIdon'tknowabout. And I'm trying
tolgure out
trymg to complete the person that you are.
I was totally aware that there
I,^^'tkn°^whatitwas. I just needed to open myself up
to figure it
R^lil^^!™.""?
But
I didn't do that throughout high
school. (6)

You

re desperately

T
out.

The second most common

intrapersonal theme

was expenencmg periods of anxiety,

depression and/or suicidality related to sexual identity
issues (theme A2). For some, there was a
general sense of unhappmess, the source of which
recollections of this lesbian

I

always knew that

figured that's the

I

was not understood,

as typified

by the

woman:

wasn't happy.

.

.that I

way it's supposed to

be.

was

But I just accepted it, because I
never knew why, why I wasn't happy.

different.

And

I

.

think that's a hard thing for a teenager because they don
is... not knowing what's wrong with you.
(8)

Many participants

't

just

-

..

.

I

so the biggest issue

reported an intense feeling of anxiety upon realizing they were not heterosexual,

or just prior to disclosing their identity to someone else for the

I

know why

first time:

wanted to comment on the anxiety

just

- for me, it was an obsession. It was the only thing
was almost impossible to do my work at school. Because I was
so consumed with that. and that's why it was so intense. Just before I told [my fnaid], I

was

like:

that occupied

my mind.

It

.

this is

it.

I

.

thought that

something to myself. Because

if I didn't tell her, or

I felt

that desperate.

you have. inside. So, I thought to
let's go with calling [my friend]. (6)

that

.

myself:

It's

someone, soon that
so hard to describe.

"One of two

choices".

.

.

I
.

.

would do
the emptiness

[and then

I

decided]

was very depressed, very.
I had lots of anxiety.
It all came flooding back a few weeks
when my anniversary [of coming out] was. I was almost in tears, just
because. .my body was reacting to that time of year. If we could make the world a more
I

.

.

ago. because that's
.

.

.

.
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comfortable place for lads to come out,

commit suiade are gay,

-

30%

you know,

then...

lesbian, bisexual

maybe that

I

think

And I had vanous thoughts that went through
my mmd
- .f^ go through all ofth:s? I spa.t
virtually

.thinkmg about

two months

in tea^s,

own.(^oj

Many partiapants

felt that

the process of commg out

of the kids

it is

who

y^ouldn 7 happen. (6)

through the expenence of havmg a

what was the noint?
wheneveTl
In my
^

Z

mmonty sexual

identity, or

through

they developed personal strengths and
positive personal quaUtres

itself,

(theme A3) such as more openness and

sensitivity

towards others, greater understanding of self,

better school performance, greater sense of acceptance
and non-judgment of others, and greater
sensitivity for

am

I

members of other minority groups:

more, accepting of other people.

of .whoever they

are.

accept people for

who they are.

.

Because

I

Of whatever they are into, whatever they are like,
for who I am, so .I'm going to
And growmg up m my family, and had [commg out as gay]
want people to accept me

.

.

never happened,

I probably wouldn't be like that at all. (Just
look at my brothers and
That's probably the main thing I've gotten out of all of this.
(6)

sisters!)

think the greatest

I

thmg that happened to me was

my

became an open person, I became a
just have, I have a belief that. everyone goes
through struggles in their life, and. it doesn't do us any good to ignore the problems m soaety
We have to talk about the bad thmgs as well as the good things. And m my life, I have just felt
like what came out of it is that: if I can talk about [sexual identity issues] with other
people,
very, .willmg to share

my feelings with people.

that

I

I

.

.

..

maybe if I can do that for them, then maybe one person, or maybe a couple people who are
feeling the same way that I did, will recognize themselves. by looking at me. So, I just
became a very open person because I want other people. .to not go through the pain. It's
.

.

like... a

.

.

mission, almost. (6)

Also mentioned was a greater sense of strength, self-confidence, and use of one's

I

can speak up for a

I feel

lot

of things

I

wouldn't speak up for before.

ex^ra-confident now. If someone

speak up

-

on the spot

is

I

voice:

was always

confident

speaking negative about sexuality issues,

-

but

now I will

(7)

me stronger.

made me a lot stronger in a way, like... "OK, these people are
not playing around, these people mean business," and some people say they gonna hurt you,
It

has made

and they

It

may hurt you - and

about the whole

issue.

So,

has

so...

(the problem) is that a lot of people are just uneducated

you take that native, and you

try

and turn

it

into a positive.

Teach them the right way. Grant you, they might hate you, they might not hear you, but you
have done your job.

I

did so

Like,

much

(7)

better in school

.

I felt

much more

confident in knowing that

consider myself to be very well-spoken now, and I'm loud!

I

speak. to anyone.
.

For a very long time. People asked
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me

I

had to

[But before]

something,

I

I

strive.

did not

used to just say "yes"

JUS

uJ'J^^^^''^'"S

mself

Person Not only
onf
person.

"^eant

toother ^ds speak. And

e,
1

.^'^f
my sexuality,
but acade.n.cally, my interests,

Another prominent theme was the
expenence of ^^trying

were expected

or because you

to,

to be

^

OK,

won't.

I

high school.

...in

..

I'll

it is

if

I

just shut

1

d.d. (3)

sfra.ghr (theme A4) because you

^ '^^bian before

'

r

decided:

everyth.ng

you had "no choice."

felt that

ll^l
f '"^f"'
It
t worked.
wo
R
f
Because [being a lesbian]
going to continue to exist as

after quest.on.ng

had to stand out more, and be more
of a un.Que

'

just

it

go with
it

off.

you have to date men

.

was«

V an option.

this [lesbian] part

I

I

ever even

t° [date

'

just realized:

men]

my life is

of my personality

So

until

not

1

(4)

you have to

fit

into that. (8)

Several participants reported feeling a pervasive sense
of difference (theme A5), often from an
early age

So,

I

(i .e.

before having any awareness of their sexual identity).

didn't understand

mean,

I

didn't

knew

I

was

it

when they wouldn't

different, but

let

didn't really

I

-

me do the
1

didn't

little

boy

things.

have a name for

have name for

I

don't

know

I

until last year. (5)

it

it, but I knew something was different
about me.
was always looking
someone else who had that sense of difference. I had a sense of something. From
when 1
was really, really little. (4)
I

I

for

Some
I

sensed

it

as negative, stating they

felt

"crazy" or "wrong."

something was wrong

really felt like

I thought I was crazy.
Because people just don't
usually think that they are guys in girls bodies. That didn't strike me as something that was
normal. And so I just sort of tried to convince myself that I was hallucinating, and there were

just

hormones going wrong.

...

that's basically

how

I

felt,

and

I

think

it

started

around

13. (4)

Other intrapersonal themes which came up included a feeling of confusion regarding sexual
identity (theme A6),

an adolescent

-

a feeling that adolescence

delayed (theme A7), and "overcompensating" as

is

trying to be perfect, or highly likable (theme A8) to guard against possible

rejection.

I've

become the

biggest kiss-up...

I

went

into every relationship,

teachers, bus drivers, anyone, with this sense that

against me.
so, before

like

me.

earth.

always

I

'

tell

And

So

felt like

I

that

'If they

the entire world wouldn't like me, if they

them who

I

am,

I

no matter who

only knew, then

need make really sure that

I

knew who

it

was:

I

have a

1

really

strike

was

And

can solidify that they're going to

so you go into everything you do, trying to please everyone on the face of the

you have something to

felt like

I

needed to build up

fall

back on, just

this sense

of being
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in case,
like,

they ever find out.

the perfect child.

So

And
that

it

so

1

was

Inteipeoonal. In the most general
tenns, the
isolation

both

.

m terms of not fittmg m, or not bemg accepted,

mto e.stmg family and peer

m terms of expenenang a lack of mtimacy m the

groups, and also

The smgle most common mterpersonal
family relationships due to sexual

some tension and/or

least

ovemdmg mterpersonal theme was soaal

issue raised

was

relationships

which do

that of strained

exist.

or superficial

identity issues (theme A9). Nearly
all partiapants reported at

distance between themselves and their
family. Typically, relationships

with parents were reported as the most problematic,
and siblmgs were seen as the most
understanding.

my Mom... And, well, she doesn't agree with
She feels as though it is an
movmg within me. And I'm trymgto explam it to her, but she's not
gettmgit And it
makes me feel like, 'Uh, just forget it! But I'm still trymg to
get her to understand.
..and

I

did tell

it.

evil

'

I'm afraid I'm losmg
looked

down upon,

relationships.

.

.

.relationships

at least

from her

I

(2)

side [of the family].

There's a cousm of mme

who

is

his mother, his father, his sisters...just cut off.
It.

(2)

It

was

a very tense relationship.

school, because

And.
.

I

.

it

was

I

.

.

my cousins,

had with

there

was

(gay),

I

aunts and uncles.

feel like

I'll

lose

It's just

very

some good

and he just got cut off from everybody That's why I'm so afraid of dome
^

It's terrible.

so

much of me my parents didn't know in high
They couldn't know me as a whole person.

had to hide some other things.

frustrating, .and it's still frustratmg,

Because I'm

still

not open with

my parents.

.you just get very good at lying, and weaving tangled webs. (4)

thought

I

was gomg to be kicked

lesbian, bisexual people

-

out.

Which

know, a common idea among gay and
away from your family. Of course, that's

is, I

that you'll be shunned

the

worst thing you want, because you want them to be understanding and all that.
.1 need my
collie tuition. I was trying to figure out: if I got kicked out, what was I going to do? Where
.

was

I

going to stay? But, everything turned

she says she

still

loves me, and will have

While most mentions of parents were

out....evai

though she's

me in the house,
in the context

and

will

still

.

kind of negative, but

pay for

school. (7)

of strain and misunderstanding

regarding sexual identity issues, several participants reported a slow, but growing sense of

understanding and acceptance betweoi themselves and their parents.

I

just

years

came out to my family last summer. And I was really nervous to do
ago it was such a hard process for myself to come to the realization,
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so,

because a few

to accept

my own

even though

my Mom

sffll

has her

^"^^ "

*

iZll

™* «•

'""^

t:i:.::::::r::;!::rhC*^"-'*"'''^«''--^^
n.e next most common mterpersonal theme
was expenencmg a
Jri'ndships (a,eme AlO), often due to

lack

Wdmg the truth about their sexual

ofm„macy ,„

.denfty. Paruapants

described a pattern of shutting ofFfnendships...
sea> a lot of people just kind of shut off from
anyone who wasn't
could possibly figure, tout, and... hurt them.
She didn't
I

She wasn

out.

t

fnends with

me

'safe' - like, anybody who
want close fnends who could figure it
for awhile, because she was afraid
I would figure it ol

(5)

Or avoiding discussmg
I

I

"personal" matters with their fnends, especially
sexual

never really brought the personal

was never an honest fnend.

I

commg out to not be a

m

life

mto the friendship.

identity...

(7)

always feared that there's enough agamst

me already You want

big deal; you want to figure out the nght time to
do it. But if you do
the beginning, then you've made it a big deal, because
it's like "Hi, I'm so-n-so, what's

your favorite color, what's your sexual onentation?" You've
made it a defining
characteristic. Whereas the longer you wait, the more
chance there is that someone

is

it

gomg

by the fact that you didn tell them. So you are constantly searching for
that
nght time for it to become a non-issue.
And you usually only see where that nght time is,
once you've already passed it! Then you get caught up m the 'I really need
to do this, but it's
going to destroy everythmg that we've built up
So you end up with all these really shallow
friendships, because you don't ever really want to broach the topic.
(4)
to feel betrayed

't

.

'

Participants also reported feeling as though they could not approach their junior high
and high

school friaids for support or advice regarding romantic relationships:

I

was obviously upset about

about

it

in high school.

[breaking up with

in my classes... and... there's nobody to
had some decent friends from my high

didn 't
sort

know about

so

my girifriendj but I couldn't tell anybody
my head down, and crymg spontaneously
.

So, I'd be walking around,
tell.

You know,

it

was. ..hard.

school, but they weren't really

much of my life. And that's how I

feel

about

it

It

was not much

my friends
now.

ftin.

I

because they

That they were.

.

of superficial friends. (5)

whai your

in

high school, your sex

are, just avoiding this

(laughter)

You just

life is

whole part of your

a major conversation topic.
life.

Like,

'Sooo.why

don't

don't end up with as connected of a friendship. (4)
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It

just

is.

we talk

So

there

you

about A£477/!'

nie next most con^on theme was
fitting in' to a,e

I

mamstream soaal

topped gomg out

there just isn

't

feeling a genera, .erne

culture of the,r,u™or

[soaally], because

a social network [for

I

Wgh and Wgh

didn't feel Ulce

LGB youth]

you are denied that.

You

don't date.

I fi,

™to„„,

aru, -no,

schools (theme All):

m at all

very ou, of

I felt

(5)

'^'Z^ZTZ!"'^'''^"^^^^^'^''^^^'^''^^^^^^^^
asked ou^ for the prom and there are
all

of social

these [soaal] things.

It's just different.

If you're straight

youget

[As a non-heterosf^ual

You're just kind of - ou/

persl

Jre '^r

very isolated, but at the same time a desperately
active existence
Like you are
one sense, and yet you are trymg harder and
harder to find some way to
make this life that you've chosen - not chosen, but recognized
yourself as bemg a part of - ,ibe
with the rest of soaety. So you are comtom/j
searching, searching,,., you're lookmg for
somethmg to Identify with. You feel completely isolated.
Youjust want to find someplace
where you can be accepted, or some place you can accept
as part of you. (4)
It's

completely alone

m

A number of partiapants
in

reported a history of having been teased by peers
for not fittmg

(theme A12), often specifically related to non-conformist gender
identity or sexual

identity:

hated )\ymox high school because - there was always this certain
group of kids, they would
always tease anybody who was, maybe, feminine or whatever. They
would tease you if you
didn't do sports. They always teased kids like that. I really
hated junior high school. I
I

remember
of that

I

before,

bemg

closed up a

really

lot,

and

I

open (as far as being outgomg and stuff like that)
remember going into high school bemg really shy.

-

but because
I

was

really,

really shy. (2)

was.

the one that everyone

made firn of in junior high. They would make fim of me, call me
You know? and... that bothered me. I kind of brushed it
off, when I was in junior high. And. kind of turned it around when I was in high school as
far as, I didn't internalize it so much. I just decided that I was gomg to be so much better than
they were, .and be nice to them. And, in a way, like, maybe hopeftilly reflect it back at them,
that they maybe would be human, and treat me. like I should be treated. (6)
I

.

Jaggot,'

]\xsX as... like,

kids do that.

.

.

Participants often noted that the place where they did get adequate social support and a

crucial feeling of acceptance

was from their friends, family members and girl/boyfriends

LGB community (theme A13).
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in the

....t

was helpM

my ^rifn^ «3S gomg ftrou^ the

same fl.ng .we had each o*er.

Fmally. several female
participants mentioned that
they had

a history o/ro„.anHc

undercurrent .i,h close fen^U
friends long before they were
aware they were
,

Some felt they could not make

bisexual.

(8)

lesb.an or

sense of these feelmgs smce
homosexuaUty

was such an

taboo topic.

invisible,

Li hindsight, you're Hke:

know.

"Hmm... me and so-and-so

was not motioned, so you had no idea
why, wh«. your 'best fnend' w^t away for
a
It

in fourth

WHAT

it

gradd

1

ofcourse^^ But von

1

was.^At the time you u^

month, you just balled your eyes

^^hool.

ITflookmg
""^^"^'l^'f
back at

friends, but

School/academic issues
school and academics. First,

it - - it

.

was

defmitely

I

didn't think so,

somethmg

thought they were just

besides that. (4)

Three themes emerged relevant to a young
person's expenence of

many partiapants

reported a negative impact

and/or high school's heterosexually-biased curriculum,
(theme A15)

absence of non-biased information

by their jumor high

Participants noted the

m health/sex-education classes, as well as the lack of any

LGB individuals m other courses

mention of

I

wondZ
o^tlrior

such as history and

literature.

We used to have social
thmgs

and physical education classes, and we would talk about certam
but never once would they mention. homosexuality.. or anything
that would have to
..

.

do with

that.

me feel

slightly

In

my high

up.

I

That would have made

more positive about

school the gay issue

think that's the only time

it

.

easier for

me to cope. At

least that

would have made

myself. And, not like such an outcast. (6)

was only brought up when the AIDS issue was ever brought
was ever brought up. In health class, it was never brought

it

up-they painted a lopsided picture. (6)
...no

one was open about

(At) the school that

mention

it.

I

[sexuality].

went to ...DO

Or, only bring

Secondly,

it

up

many participants

[As

if] it

doesn't exist.

It

was never

really discussed (6)

NOT bring the word [homosexual] up, do not evai

if you're

using

it

to insult

someone

reported a generally intolerant

else. (4)

and homophobic atmosphere

(theme A16) in their junior high and high schools, especially when compared to the more open

atmosphere of collie.
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college, as

[The atmosphere

psyd^ology Class

*^

J
town, and
none

high school!

in

was getfng out of h,^

"

fast^sTcould ts)

L

.^a .an

was

'

lust like

v „

Yn,j

"feiii,

'

-

-

pI^^H^
wnaiever...

.

.

.n the bu.ld.ng

-

d.sr^rd.ng U.e gy.n

ne

i

and mjo

-

,

said tliere

teacher,

school

who

were no cav oeonlo

Fmally, a few partiapants noted a negaUve
effect on the^r school performance

AI7) which they beheved

to be related to either their

own

in th^

opa.ly had^ '/rZl^d! (5)

(tlienre

internal struggle witl. sexual identity

issues or the negative, unaccepting atmosphere
of the school and community.

[Bemg

had really bad effects on me. Because it made
me resent going to school
even showing up. So that affected me academically
I spent a lot of time...
worrying about
being attacked. That was on my mind a lot of the
time I got a sense of total hostility coming
towards me. So I basically abandoned everyone in high
school.
just showed up for class. (2)
diflFerent]

I

Societal/Cultural Issues . Several other themes

with regard to larger cultural or societal issues.

prevalence

came up

Of these,

stereotypes, misinformation, myths

the focus group discussions,

in

common was

the most

noting the

and slurs regarding LGB people (theme

AI8).

Participants typically reported recognizing these societal messages
from an early age, and across

many
I

settings.

constantly heard slurs

I

went

any other [school]
Like, you were scum. (6)

just like

Things

I

heard a

America. So,

you

if

lot

-

around

to a

pnvate school. Catholic

people were called 'fag'

my home were

Until eiglith grade And it was
and that was the lowest of the low.

faggot 'dyke
'

'

I'm from. rural White

etc.

you're gay, lesbian. Black, Hispanic, anything

.

,

but White

.

.

and middle

class,

re...fucked.

Yeah, well,

it

['queer']

was always

you were doing something
[after

Gay

feeling.

..

the ultimate temi of abuse

stupid, they

would

say, 'Stop being

People would always use

queer or something (6)
'

Pride Day] they had a/7//-gay-pride stuff chalked all over the campus.

I

was

not too safe.

Participants had particularly strong feelings about the inaccurate stereotypes of

people, and often reported not fitting the

common

stereotypes:
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LGB

it.

If

*>-

obnoltr
we

-

/-^- -. .that was so

children because they think
"^^'^y^^
we are going to tn^
™r.r
^'^''k
them
to be gay but if you think about
w were
^

can't have

to raise

-

it -

can throw that theoiy right out the window!

raised to be

heterosexuaT^^ we

We just want to love our children.

"'"^

^"^^
^^l^uT'^t
^""^r"^
are l^bians is because
diey're not attractive to men.

the reason that they

'

boyfriends!
But... you're

[And
.

I

(7)

.

But something that

.

1

enjoy veiy

much

"No - but I have a great GIRLfhendr And they
say
You can't be [a lesbian], you look hke a girir

say]

./jre/rv.

(3)

The next most common theme

m this category was the experiencing verbal harassment,

physical assault, or sensing a threat ofphysical harm
(theme A19).

Don't go

to a frat party. I've heard stones. Also, I
have a fnend
[dorm] That's why I avoid it. He was just walking back
[home]

htUe 'too flamboyant' that day.

who was jumped in

he said maybe he was just
People are just assholes down
.

A couple kids jumped him.

.

there. (6)

[Every year] these
people in

my high

really, really conservative, scary

school

who they want to

people

beat up/kill.

in really big trucks make a
And then they threaten them.

list.
I

.

.

of

was

scared the first time. But the second time it really didn't bother me.
because nothing really
happens. Especially the second time when these guys came up to my shoulder and
were like
.

'We're gonna beat you up!' and I'm
this list publicized?]

P3

like,

'Oh yeah, what are ya gonna do to me?!'

Oh. .somebody finds a
was like "Oh, the 'Beat the Freak Week' list is in
the principal, and
'

List.

The

first

You

happen.

.

say 'Look what

And then the police

police.
'

I

.

:

time

it

was

didn't even

call

I

list -

principal's like

and inform everyone

really scary.

But

have to be queer

that's

(to get

list in

my locker." And then,

And the

have.'

they put the

list

of course,

'Uhhh

.

I

I

think

take

I'll

it

call

'You're on the Beat the Freak

because

on the

[I:
How is
my locker. And I

to

the

Week

we had no idea what was going to
You just had to be associated

list).

(5)

I

grew up near the

school

.

largest chapter of the

KKK in the country.

there wouldn't have been a chance in hell for

.

me to

If I

live

had come out

through

that.

in

The

my high
first girl I

dated in high school... came from a high school near mine, and she came out when she was a

Her sister outed her. She didn't come out. And she had to leave the school
when she would go to lunch people would beat her up with lunch trays. So.
stay away from coming out in high school. (5)

junior.

-

because.
to

I

.

think you'll never

know Piow much

these kinds of things.

violence there

They cto but the thing
.

is
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is

on

this

.

.

I

tried

campus]. Schools don't publish

about the rapes, and hate crimes on campus.

they only publish the ones that are
reported to the DolicP R.rf
(6)^^^^'^^^^^ But a,
fear that their Identity will be
pubha^ed

There were several comments mdicating
that the

level

identities differs across different
ethmc, cultural, regional,
is

important to note that

makmg speafic cross-cultural

i«f
lot

j
of people don
i

of acceptance

^

report

t

For

ofLGB sexual

and reUgious groups (theme A20).

comparisons

in attitudes

homosexuality was not the goal of this project, and,
mdeed, the limited sample

It

towards

size does not allow

for accurate between-group compansons.
In light of this, no conclusions/trends
about attitudes of
different

Still,

groups

may not be drawn from the anecdotal comments

what can be noted

is

that

many partiapants

of the partiapants

m this

felt that their cultural/religious/regional

study.

hentage

strongly impacted their adolescent sexual identity
development in some way.

[My mother's] Spamsh. And
every holiday, every Fnday

And I'm

'You're a (Z4 F?!'

Black commumty]

other issues

-

whatever. So,

it's

when

She's

m church every Sunday

her response was
'Yeah, I'm "a" gay' [laughs]. But she kind of freaked out

like,

the beginnmg. She cried, you

[In the

she's deeply religious, Catholic.

- fish,

know

I

first told her,

not talked about as much... because

racism and stuff like

m

(2)

that. It's like ''Black people

stereotype that the Black community has.

And

if

you are gay,

we are dealmg with

are not gay''
it's

.

.

a lot of

that's just the

just not talked about

It's

very hush-hush. (7)

depends where you are from. I'm from a [rural] town of 300 people, so
sort of [LGB] network. I went to a city 2 hours away for my network.
(5)

Well,

any

it

Coming from

I

didn't

have

West Indian background, it's kind of tough because, urn, everyone is basically
homophobic in the West Indies. There's nothing associated with gayness. or anything. It's
just like, 'No, that's wrongV (2)
a

.

Another theme

in this category related to a sense

particular an absence of role models

P3
. .

And

:

(It

of invisibility of the

LGB community,

in

and mentors (theme A21):

would' ve helped) to see some kind of role models. Seeing that who you are

so freakish.

I

remember thinking 7 can 't be

the

isn

't

really

ONLY one.'

instances of discrimination based on sexual identity (theme A22):

PI

:

Heterosexism.

have. yet.
.

like,

I

.

it's

basically stuff that they have that

say "yet" because

they can just walk

down

I

know

it's

.

going to change. [Heterosexuals] have

that street holding hands.

straight people take for granted, that

we don't have. and that we can

we can't get.
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Invisible privil^es.

.

.

't

invisible-

little

things that

Health benefits, marriage. Like,

if

you

Other

less

promment themes mcluded: percepUon
of less acceptance ofLGB men than ^omen

(theme A23); hypothesizing that a new
"trendtness" of identifying as lesh^an,
gay or hise^al

which

exists

m some, typically urban, areas (theme A24);

to the heterosexual

pressure from

all

standard (theme A25); having one's
non-heterosexual

fadoraphase (theme A26); experiencmg a

directions to

conform

identity dismissed as

a

/ac^ o/acc.;,to«c. of hisexuality ixoxn
both

heterosexual and gay communities (theme A27);
and

finally, heterosexist

bias in the field of

psychology (theme A28).
b.

Question B:

What

concerns might a young person have about participatmg

projea concerning sexual

m a research

identity?

Table 9 displays fourteen

distinct

themes

identified in response to this question,

which were grouped under the following three headmgs:

fears

reeardmg

most of

loss of confidentiality
,

concern regarding poor treatment bv experimenters, and concern reeardmg
discomfort dunng
research participation. Several other prominent themes are listed nnHpr a fnnrfh hp^Hing
depicts the six

most commonly-mentioned responses

Figure 2

to Question B, including both focus group

mentions as well as written responses to the Participant Questionnaire.

Fear of loss of confidoitialitv

dominant theme

.

Fear of loss of confidentiality (theme B 1 ) was

in response to this question.

Nearly every participant

in this

the

study predicted that

the loss of privacy would be the chief concern, and that this could potentially stop a young person

from becoming involved

in a research project concerning sexuality issues, or

from

truthfully

disclosing her/his identity.

...if

you are trying not to get

outed, and

you don't want to

talk about sexuality..

.

you won't go

within 10 feet of [a sexuality study]! (5)

Usually in high school you're trying to go the opposite, you're trying to build the mask.

would go out of my way to avoid something

like that.

/lo/gay. (2)
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.

I

you're trying to show people that you're

K you are trymg not to get outed, you'd probably steer
^e

like, '^^^^^^^^
whoa! ...that s

'T'
a topic

would never have put

I

if they

I

don

't

want

ma

research

or

^vo. my phone number,

yo^M°

be

^

^

to deal with in high school"
(4)

my name to somethm^

Many partiapants

clear of [participation

-ythingthat sa.d ^xual/ty'

any type of a

for

hypothesized that they would have lied
regarding their sexual ^dentity

had been asked during their junior high or high school
years (theme B2),

to protect their

privacy:

even taking part in

.

[a

.

to everyone on

make up

just

research study] would

who I was

to

begm

with.

I

make you

stand out.

would probably

a story and hope they believe me.

I

lie

on

.

all

would have just

.

at that point

I

was

of the questions

said 'no' if

I

I

lying

would

was

approached. (6)

[I

would have responded:] "Heterosexual."

It

was pointed out by

It's

easy. It's on the safe side.

several participants that confidentiality concerns are
particularly

heightened during adolescence, as

this is a

time of greater msecurity and self-consaousness

(theme B3):

.

..an

adolescent

self-conscious

P2:

who

is

not 'out,'

[is]

a lot

anyway whai you are a

more guarded. More

self-conscious.

I

mean, you're

teoiager. .. you're paranoid then.(4)

.you're so hyper-conscious of your sexuality [during adolescence], that you assume
is. Particularly when you are 14-15-16 [years old].
(4)

everyone else

Some participants

articulated

what

their specific concerns

would be, with regard to

lost

confidentiality (theme B4), such as loss of friends, popularity, parental support, success in school,

and college opportunities. For example, several participants
study

I

was described

as "confidoitial," their paroits would

probably would have

lied

articulated the fear that, evai if a

somdiow

find out:

because of this fear that they'd send a copy of it to

my parents.

Poor treatment by experimaiter due to ignorance, homophobia, or cold personality

.

Participants articulated various fears about receiving poor treatment from the investigator(s),
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(5)

such as blamn,ly homophobic a„ih,des
cmd being judged as "abnormar
reason, several ment,or,ed that therr
preference
lesbian, or b.sexual (theme

B6) even though

(fterae

B5)

For tWs

would be to know that the e.perimenier
.as gay.
couJd potentially further jeopardize
one's

thrs

confidentiality:

...It

would make me

really uncomfortable if the person

domgthe study did not identify as
a high school student, being confused about
my sexuality or whatever to
participate in a study with someone who was straight the people who were running it queer.

As

would be awkward.

that

.

.very,

very awkward. (5)

think that definitely being gay would be helpful. But...
if the whole school knows that the
is gay, and you go [to it].
that's just not going to happen
[if you are in the closet]!
(5)

I

person running [the sexuality study]

.

.

Participants also expressed concerns about being treated with
disrespect, having their

feelings of same-sex attraction dismissed as

You can

tell

by

[the

are what you are.

.
.

wording

a

"phase, " or not being believed (theme B7).

of] the questions that they obviously either

or that they

don

't

like

what you

are. .just
.

by

little

don

't

believe that you

things that an

experimenter does. (5)

This

woman commented

responses

on

how

if participating in a

For example,
probably

if

lie all

someone

insensitive treatment

by an experimenter would influence her

research project:

is

really indifferent

over the place.

It

and

cold, then I'd

be

can even be their personality.

naturally stand-ofF-ish, that's going to affect what you say.

It

.

like
.

'Aaaaaa.

if the

,'
.

I'd

expenmenter

is

just

could really heighten someone's

anxieties (5)

Discomfort during research participation Participants predicted that the inherent
.

discomfort of revealing personal matters to strangers (theme #B8) could thwart the possibility of

someone getting involved.

One thing is

the difficulty, the discomfort, of sharing personal information with people

basically strangers. That's

what concerns me. giving a
.

little bit

There were also several comments indicating a fear of general discomfort,
being involved in a research project (theme B9):
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who

of yourself to strangers

anxiety, or fear in

(

1

are

It

I

would be very uncomfortable

think I'd feel the urge to do

it,

OaSLmonamthemes.

I.

research study

(theme BIO)

(2)

but I'd be

terrified. (2)

was s>«gested by

several participants that

may be avcded by those who are no, rea^
,o pubUcfy

not because of loss of confidentiality
per

-

se,

difficult,

is

,n

a

,Heir .enu,, ..enuty

but because a publ.c declaration
would

necessitate the person to confront
her*is oxvn sexual identity.

"come to terms" wti, her/Ws sexuahty, or

CeCare

mvolvemen.

conftised about

a person

If

.t.

not ready or able to

is

then research parfcpation could
be

confusing, or emotionally threatening.

Like, ughl I
L!?^^N^?K^r'''''^™'°''°'"'''"'^«^=''^°°'l''™°"''^'''"^^done^
can
,\ N« that I m concrete m anythmg
now, but I would have been a lot less
than I aTnow
It would have been very hard.
(3)

Yeah does [checking this box] mean
don

t

I

have to be this for the

rest

of my

know, you can't answer that!

life?! ...because if

you

.when people ask you for a defmite, definite
answer on somethmg that you can't answer that
tast.
.you have to really know, otherwise you can't
do it. I don't know. it's hard.
^.

.

.

.

[Puttmg "homosexual" on a form this time was] a big
step. ...becommg more public
It now, and it's like no big deal.
But back then, even that
question

think

funny

It's

While this

-

is

but

it

was

pretty harsh back then, so

not a "concern" per

I

was scary for me

would always put

se, several participants

look at

Now

I

'heterosexual.' (8)

mentioned that participatmg with

m a group format can he a very positive experience for young LGB individuals (theme

peers

B 11 ); some related this to how isolated they felt in their recent adolescent past,
issues

I

I

on

their

think

it

dealing with these

own.

feels so

badly when

good

we were

to participate because, because

back

we wanted

[connection, validation] so

in school. (2)

about this stuff. Sometimes I feel like everyone in my life's just
of heanng about [my coming out process]. I have a lot of straight friends... they 're cool,
It's really helpful to talk

But you

whatever.
in.

They're

like,

start getting dirty looks after

""EnougM We're

you stop talking about
Yeah,

it's

it,

you keep bringing up a

girl

you are

interested

OK with your sexuality, haven't we proven that? Now

please. "(4)

really helpful to talk in a group. (4)
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sick

-

can

Fmally, <Aer partidpams brought
up concern regarding the
in research

pcenm use of deception

smdies (fteme B13). and the burden
o/feeling ,i^ you are

SpeakingM"

,He enUre

LGB community if you participate (theme B14).
c.

Question C:

How could a

research project be designed to be
safe, respectful, rewarding

experience for young people?

Many suggestions
discussions.

To

for researchers, both general and
speafic, arose out of the focus group

a large extent, these suggestions parallel
the concerns and fears articulated
above,

as possible remedies for these problems

themes identified

Refer to Table 10 which

m response to this question;

Themes were grouped

lists

the fifteen most prominent

Figure 3 depicts the frequency of the top six
themes.

into four general areas of advice for
investigators:

should do everything within their

pow er to

m a intain oartiap ant.'

Researchers should be informed about the n ature of sexual

Researchers

confidentiality and ^nnnymity

identi tv

and the coming out process and

translate this into respectfiil an d vo call y supportive behavior,
rather than indifferent or

behavior

;

homop hohir

Researchers should stnve t o make the experience of a rticipation comfortable
p

enjoyable, and rewarding

;

suggestions

re:

,

speafic research modalities (individual intervifiwc

questionnaires, focus groups).

Researchers should do everything within their power to maintain participants'
confidentiality

and anonvmitv

The most

prevalent suggestion for researchers

possible to maintain participants' confidentiality.

confidentiality in general (theme

C2) while others

protection of confidentiality (theme
techniques by which researchers

C

1 ).

Some emphasized

was

to do everything

the importance

of

articulated specific suggestions related to

While there was not a clear consensus r^rding the best

may accomplish this,

there

was

clear consensus on the importance

of doing anything and everything possible to respect the privacy and confidentiality of participants.
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For example, some believed that a
questionnaire format would
than an interview because

it

feels

more

yield

more honest responses

confidential:

?'°''
''"'"S
^"^"g t° ^0'"«>ne.
^r^TrTu'
d think you'd be able to answer [honestiy].

confidential,

I

Sitting

about

It IS

much more

obviously don

.

want to do an

t

you want to deny

difficult.. if

Others offered ideas regarding

[If

,t.

down and

you are not

.
.

espeaally

talking to

'out' then]

if

it 's

someone

you

[interview]. (3)

how to make

a group admimstration

more

confidential:

you have one of those "fill in the bubble" things [as a response
sheet], then [the people
seated next to you] can't assoaate which question is
which. (2)
If

make

sure to not have (the questions)

all in the same order
.just like what professors do
can't cheat off of them, because the questions in
a different order. People
[sitting next to you] wouldn't be curious if the questions
were all in a different order. ...like,
don't know what he's answering anyway. (2)
.

.

.

.

You

with exams.

'I

'

A few pointed
same questionnaire

out that

it

would be more

rather than singling out

confidential to require the entire class take the

LGB people:

every student was going to get the same piece of paper, then it wouldn't be a scary thing. It
would be refreshing because I'd be like, 'wow, the first gay thing I've ever seen!' -But it would
...if

be very mtimidating

name to

[if it felt like

you were singled

had said explained the

confidentiality behind

to go, then

would have

.

.

definitely

I

.have everybody

fill

out]

my phone number,

something, or given them

it,

and

I

for

if

I

know I would never have
any type of a study. But

felt it

was

put
if

my

someone

a safe and comfortable place

[partiapated]. (2)

out something, so that

way you're not

singled out. .. and you can

fill it

out

honestiy. (2)

Some
I

suggested offering a private questionnaire administration instead of a group

don't

know how

dividers up so
affect

what

I

realistic this is,

you couldn't see

but

I

would have them go

my paper.

setting...

into a private room, or

have

Like the ballot box. Because that would definitely

wrote. (2)

Researchers should be informed and respectful about the nature of sexual identity and the

coming out process
accurate awareness

.

Participants urged researchers to use techniques which demonstrated an

of,

and respectful

attitude toward, tlie experience of
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individuals.

The most common such theme was
a^oidin, use of identity
vanety of reasons:
only identity labels

(a) there

may be discrepances between

labels in research (theme

just believe

for a

feelmgs, behavior and identity,
so

usmg

may yield maccurate information:

...my friend I told him about myself
(bemg gay) and he
guys' But he considers himself'straight,"
so... (2)
I

C3)

gay

is

not a term that defines practices,

it's

said, 'Well,

I

feel
eei attraction
auracuon

towards

a term that defines culture

if

You're going to

yruVit^^a^lTm^^'S

you

say^ that

or because (b) identity labels can be threatening
or confusmg.

Yeah, "gay" can be a really scary word sometimes.
(2)

always have a hard time givmg answers to
a thatV Sometimes you really don't know.
I

.

might

feel like "that."

It'slike...

P2:

straight
.

I

forward questions

mean, today

I

might

like:

'are

you a this or
tomorrow I

feel like "this "

Like pinmng yourself down mto a

box...' PI:

Yeah!

or because (c) identity labels simply are not important:
.you feel like you have to have a label. some sort of cubby-hole you fit
mto. And, if it's not
going to be "straight," then it has to be 'OK, I'm a "lesbian."' That was very
uncomfortable
.

.

.

me -

for

didn't feel like

had a

- 1

think if people were somehow better educated, then
they'd see that you don't have to have a label, (you don't have) to be placed in
a little cubbyhole,
It

1

I

which defines who you are

took

me

so long to figure out:

label.

definitively.

who

You can just be yourself and that's the end

(her own name) and that's the end of the
of badge or label to define me.

To

solve this problem,

of it.

cares if I'm this, that or the other thing. I'm just
story.

And

I

some recommended focusing on

really don't

feelings

need to have some

sort

and behaviors rather than

identity labels:

Or not evoi

defining, or giving

the words. Or, 'how

so

I

can't have

ofl;ai

them

labels, just saying "attraction to other

do you have gay

gay feelings.

'

Whereas

feelings?' then they

if you said:

towards other guys, thai you ask, 'How oftai does

answer more truthfiilly.

'Oh, I'm not gay,

feel a certain

way

happen to you?' then they might

(2)

The second most common theme was

may be

may be like,

a percentage of guys
this

guys" without using

urging researchers to be aware that certain words

very offensive, have negative connotations, and therefore

responds on a questionnaire (theme C4):
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may

influence

how a person

The wording
ques.ons

[has]a b,g part in

like,

how people answer questions. For example,
'How many of your fnends are homose^alV
Like,

word homosexual .s very scary. That's
what the Chnstian Right
Homosexuals and "The Deviants" ...if you used

I

remember seein.
'

very dinical

typelhe

say "The

will

veiy neutral terms, like "gay" and
positive

terms [mstead], people might be more apt
to answer

..

truthfully. (2)

.[my fnend] was very offended by [the word]
"other"

m the list of sexual

He

orientations

was demeamng for some people have to put
themselves down as "other "
pT Other feels like they are saymg -These to
P2:
are what we are cons.denng sort-of
normal
you re not a person, you re excluded." (5)
^

Partiapants also alerted researchers to the fact that
sexual identity
sensitive matter (theme C5), and that

it is

is

but

a very complex and

usually not a clear cut "yes or no" type
question; these

questions often require a lot of thought and are hard to answer.
...there's a certain

boundary that

"How do you

in [asking]

identify yourself?" the person

they are being honest, but they don't really know.
There's a
needs to be done,
order to answer a question like that. It's
feel

.

.

m

It's

may

of talkmg through that

not just a "yes or no" question.

something that means a

[researchers realize].

lot

It's

lot,

and has a

lot

more

issues connected to

not like a true or false thing

,

it's

not like an

people are offended by the question, and that may change or
'Why should it be anybody else's business?' (3)

taint

it

than

SAT

I

think

question.

how they answer

Most
Like,

don't know where I stand, and when 1 looked at that [question], I thought, "I
don't know" .1
had somethmg with a girl for awhile, but it's not there now. So. what am I nowl You know
what I mean? It's very difficult to look at. I don't identify myself as anything, really. when
I

.

..

,

you have to answer that,

it's difficult.

Other suggestions included tailoring research methods

to those

who are

not yet out or

sure of their identity (theme C6), because these are the individuals more sensitive to wording of
questions and confidentiality issues.

The people who

are 'out' enough not to care,

it

because they're out. The people you want to catch

who

are really not 'out. '

are the ones
right.

who

You

really

are not going to do

need to
it,

how you present it,
are the people who are paranoid. The ones

really doesn't matter

tailor [the research design] to them,

or they will check the

If people feel really comfortable with themselves, then

Participants also stated that the best results would

researcher

wrong box

was

'out ' as lesbian,

gay or bisexual, or was

community, actively showing support

it

will

come from

at least a

be easier for them. (4)

situations in

vocal ally to the

to research participants (theme C7).
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because those

if the situation isn't

It

was

which

either the

LGB
also pointed

out

by

several partiapants that the having

a friendly, reassuring personality may
facilitate

greater honesty in responses (theme C8).
Finally, partiapants emphasized
the importance of

never dismissing a person

's

sexual identity as "a phase'' (theme
C9).

Researchers should stnve to make the actual e.p
enence of partianation r.n.fn^.hi.
enioyable, and

rewardmg For
.

confidentiality

best results,

it

was suggested that

and be mformed/respectflil of the

LGB

researchers not only respect

expenence, but also stnve to make the

research expenence an espeaally comfortable and
rewardmg one for participants. This would aid
in counterbalancing the heightened anxiety that

most young people would have

and "give somethmg back" to the partiapants so that the research

is

reaprocal

m this situation,
-

rather than simply

a "one-way" process.

The most prominent
useful information

suggestion in this category way providing research participants with

andfeedback (theme CIO) - perhaps even

means of social justice to counter the wide-spread negative
P2:

Something

utilizing the research project as a

attitudes

towards homosexuality:

else of importance is the education after the questionnaire goes out.

.

.

they

could explain [the results] to the students afterwards and say "X number of people [m this
group] felt the same way you did" and this is how the general population feels. Try to tie
into

some

social justice education type stuff.

Other

commits

in this section included:

fully explaining the nature

of the research project and how the information

CI 2); being aware of the discomfort one
and notjumping
yourself at

effort

into

home "

providingfood and refreshments (theme

heavy topics

right

will

C

1

it

1);

be used (theme

experiences in the beginning of a research interview

away (theme CI 3);

type of atmosphere (theme

creating an informal, "make

CI 4); and showing gratitude for

the time

and

of the research participants (theme CI 5) by verbally thanking them, and providing

monetary compensation,

if possible.

Other suggestions regarding specific research modalities

suggestions

made r^rding the

.

This category

is

comprised of

"pros and cons" of specific research modalities with young
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partiapants.

For example, regarding questionnaires
(theme C16), remarks were made about
both

the benefits of this modality (more
confidential than mterviews) and
limitations (topic does not lend
Itself to straightforward

"cut and dry" type survey questions).
With regard to group interview's,

was suggested to keep groups

small, but not too small, the best size
being between 5-8

partiapants (theme CI 7). Other suggested that

of how

to participate,

it

it

would be

sensible to provtde different options

because different people are comfortable

formats (theme C18). Fmally,

it

was suggested that

if

in different types

of settings and

domg mterviews, conduct them

in

an

unstructuredfashion (theme C19), rather than "assaulting
the person with questions... let them put
it

in thei r

own words

.

C. Conclusions from Part

The twenty-two young people who partiapated

n

m Part D of this project provided usefiil,

often poignant, insights regarding the expenence of confronting sexual
identity issues during

adolescence.

From the

analysis of group and individual interviews, the most salient issues for

youth include experiencmg: a loss of identity; strained family relationships; negative
stereotypes

re:

LGB people;

slurs

LGB

and

verbal &/or physical harassment; periods of depression &/or anxiety;

lack of intimacy in friendships; social isolation; biased/heterosexist school curriculum; pressure
to

conform to heterosexual standard; and development of personal

strengths

from confronting these

issues.

Regarding research participation, participants predicted

that adolescents' overriding

concern would be fear of loss of confidentiality. Other themes included: general discomfort

sharing personal

life

with strangers, fear that participation would force them to come out, even

not ready yet, general anxiety about participating

would take place, since
insensitive or

it

may feel

homophobic

too risky to be

in

any type of research, hypothesizing that lying

truthftil,

investigator.
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if

and fear of being treated poorly by an

Many suggestions were made
most common suggestions were
confidentiality at

all

regarding

how

for researchers to:

research

m this field may be improved.

The

avoid use of identity labels; protect

costs; avoid negative such as
"homosexual;" address

and validate

partiapants' fears about confidentiality loss;
be informed about the complex nature
of sexual
Identity

and the

commg out process;

and, finally: tailor research format
to those

who

are not yet

out (as they are probably most sensitive to
wording of questions and confidentiality
issues).
It

should be noted that focus group participants
were recruited to provide a small, vocal

group of "expert informants" on the topics above, and
are not

LGB population at large.

Fmdings are mtended

certam, selected topics

this case, suggestions for

represent the

full

(m

comments

(i.e.

be representative of the

to enhance an m-depth understanding
on the

improved research), but not necessarily

range, nor frequency of the attitudes held

In light of this, the anecdotal

likely to

by the

all

non-heterosexual individuals.

narrative quotes) mcluded

not be construed as the representative perspectives.
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m the results section should

CHAPTER rV
CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS FOR
FUTURE RESEARCH

When

co„s,den„8 the conceptual and
meftodological ,ssues

for recent mvest,gat,ons of

LGB adolescotce (,da,t.fied m PART

focus group partiapants (from
field

may be .dentified. From

collaborative

PART H),

1).

wWch have posed
together

some pracfcal implicafons

th,s synthes.s

wth the mput fron,

for firture research

m tWs

of findmgs from the evaluative
Uterature rev,ew and

LGB community members, the following suggestions

mput from

d,fficult,es

for investigators

have emerged.

A. Implications fnr the content of rpc^^arrh

Many of the issues deemed to
the subject of at least

some

be

salient for lesbian,

recent research, such as

concerns, heterosexism in the schools, and

gay and bisexual youth have been

harassment, victimization, mental health

commg out issues. However, many of these

investigations have been descnptive in nature, often not
adequately linked to theones of

adolescent development. Findings from both Phase

1

and Phase 2 indicate that many other

topics relevant to adolescent development exist, but have not
been allotted the

coverage

same

d^ee of

in the literature.

With regard

to content of investigations, researchers

m this field of study are urged

(

1

to expand the scope of topics studied, not only focusing on documentation of stressors
and

problems, but also on the strengths and resilience of these youth, and examining

less 'extreme'

expenences, and (2) to more frequently pose developmentally-minded questions which
provide a basis for understanding

may be impacted when

a

how the processes and

young person questions

"tasks" of adolescent development

his/her sexual identity.
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will help

The nature and

diversity in themes

from the interviews

in

Phase 2 underscores the

importance of broademng the range
of topics studied. For example,
the most promment theme
across

all

mterviews was the expenence of
"sacnficing, hidmg or losmg" one's
identity or

sense of self (theme Al).

How might this

youth, impact the developing sense of
self?

expenence, presumably a

Would

common one among LGB

other facets of identity

sexual Identity) be shaped by years of "hidmg"
or "losmg" one's identity?

LGB person be more apt to expenence a delay m identity

development

of acute Identity cnsis ultimately accelerate identity
development

who one truly is? From

existmg

expenence, potentially a

common one among non-heterosexual

literature,

it is

- -

(m

addition to

Would

a young

or might this

penod

m the quest for understanding

unclear the extent to which this type of

youth, impacts the nonnative

process of identity formation during the adolescent
years.

Other mterestmg questions for empincal study mclude;
what

is

the impact of havmg a

stigmatized minority sexual identity on adolescent fnendships,
romantic/sexual relationships,

and a young person's soaal development
suicidality in

in general?;

when there

is

an increased prevalence of

LGB youth, to what extent is this the result of challenges to the developmental

tasks of adolescence?;

how might the

strained/superficial relationships between an

LGB

adolescent and her parents affect her process of individuation and developing autonomy?;

might the experience of coping with a minonty sexual

identity during adolescence contribute to

the development of adaptive skills and positive mental health outcomes?;

membership

how

in a (societally-oppressed) sexual minority

how

does

group influence a young person's

moral development?

B. Implications for research methodology

In addition to the pressing need for well-designed, well-funded prospective/longitudinal

investigations to address theoretical questions regarding
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development, another persistent

problem

in

need of attention

representative samples.

Most

overrepresentation of youth

heritage, residing in

is

the difficulty of locating and recruiting
appropriately
recent published studies utilized samples
charactenzed

who

are 'out,' male, of Caucasian,

Afn can- Amen can

or Latino

urban or university settmgs, and who are not bisexual
or questioning their

sexual identity status.

A skewed picture is developing without adequate representation of

other groups, perhaps in particular without the large percentage
of youth

questiomng their identity status
bisexual).

by an

(i.e.

Based upon focus group

who

are

still

not yet firmly self-identified and 'out' as lesbian,
gay or
input,

(understandably) be more sensitive to

it

many

seems as though these youth

may

aspects of the research process, espeaally

terminology, identity questions, and confidentiality issues. In the planning of a research
project

on

LGB

mind.

adolescCTit experiences,

The following

youth

who

are

important to design methods with these individuals

in

specific recommendations (primanly reiterated themes from focus group

discussions) are applicable to

recruit

it is

still

all

investigations, but

questioning.

have particular salience when trying to

Developing researdh procedures which are highly

sensitive to the experience, needs and concerns of the target population being studied will not

only allow participants to have a more pleasant, rewarding experiaice, which

important in and of itself.

It

is

indeed,

should also increase the number and diversity of individuals

who

are willing to participate, and promote greater honesty in responses, thereby promoting more

accurate and meaningfiil findings.

Be extremely

r^rd to

sensitive to confidentiality issues

research participation

is loss

.

Above

all,

the

pnmary concern with

of confidentiality. Investigators should take every

precaution to protect participants' privacy

-

which may

entail

more

careful planmng,

more

involved/costly research procedures, waiver of parental consent requirement, and frequent

vocal reassurances to participants. Attending to these confidentiality concerns
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may faalitate

partiapation from groups currently under-represented
'questioning,' or not yet "out" youth, and
youth

Be

respectful

minority mdividuals.

is

and well-informed

rep^^rH

Another factor which

from

in this

body of research, especially

rural, conservative areas.

mg LGB issup. Be an "allv" tn

may

stop

still

LGB

.pv...!

youth from research partiapation

a concern about disrespectful, homophobic treatment by
investigators. Focus group

participants predicted best results

would occur

the issues and terminology relevant to today's

if the investigator

LGB

(a) well-informed

is:

about

youth, (b) vocally supportive of non-

heterosexual identities, and (c) warm, friendly, and respectful interpersonally.

Some

expressed a desire for the mvestigator to be openly lesbian, gay or bisexual, but
most did not
express a preference.

Avoid sexual

identity labels

.

Avoid use of sexual

threatening and conftising, especially to a young person

he/she

is.

Have participants

Be

carefiil in

identity labels; they

who

is still

can be

trying to discover

who

describe their feelings and behaviors instead.

choosing terminologv

.

Avoid use of terms with negative connotations,

such as (for some) the word "homosexual." Also, be aware that some people have positive
associations with formerly-pejorative terms, such as "dyke" and "queer." If identity labels

must be used, the most sensible

solution

may be to

identity label, rather than having to select a term

allow participants to write in their

which may not

fit,

or which

is

own

overtly

offensive.

C. Researchers' assumptions regarding sexual identity

Given that there continues to be a lack of consensus on
sexual identity

-

for instance, whether bisexuality

meaning of various sexual

identity labels

and perspectives on these matters when

-

it is

it is

is

several important issues relevant to

recogmzed as a

valid, distinct identity, the

vital that investigators

clanfy their assumptions

relevant to the research questions being asked. In
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particular, investigators need to

studied,

how

sexual identity

be careful

was

in articulating

which sexual

whom findings

assessed, and to

such clarification, consumers of research are at risk of

identity

groups are being

are meant to generalize

makmg mcorrect

Without

interpretations and

generalizations of the data presented.

D. Distribution of future research

Decades of culturally-sanctioned heterosexism have
of,

resulted

and discrimination against individuals with minonty sexual

m widespread pathologization

changing, homophobic bias continues to permeate our society, resulting
negative stereotypes, and "passive" heterosexism across

in theories

and

practices,

Psychology

-

many

rendermg sexual minority individuals

with

it's

While this

identities.

is

gradually

in legal discrimination,

fields (i.e. heterosexual

assumptions

invisible or deviant).

emphasis on understanding human behavior, defining normative

processes and catalogumg pathology

-

could potentially be an important academic disciplines

in

conducting relevant, unbiased research, generating meaningfiil theories, and, ultimately, promoting
positive social change in this area. However, there continues to be a relative dearth of solid

research and theory within the traditional academic discipline of psychology. Considering research

on adolescence as an example,

it

appears that very few empirical studies on

way into mainstream APA journals, and

only scant data on these topics

is

LGB

issues

make their

included in standard

textbooks on the subject.
Stronger research and theory regarding lesbian, gay and bisexual development

is

cleariy

needed to broaden and update our currently-biased understanding of normative human
development.

However, accomplishing this task

of individual investigators or research teams

happen,

it is

-

will take

more than the energy and commitmait

such commitment already

exists.

For

this

change to

equally important to have adequate funds from granting agencies, enthusiastic support
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from research

institutions,

and informed, unbiased

editors, reviewers,

journals and textbooks.
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and publishers of academic

Table

1

Thirty-one empirical studies of LGB adolescence,
published between 1987-1997.

General topic
Blanchard, a.

al

1995

156

0%

Kccfultinftfil

source or

Instntmetttor

tedwlaue
etiology of homosexuality

messttre

patients at gender idoility clinic

diart review to assess

ordo and siblmg

birth

D'AugeOiA

1993

194

27%

sex ratio

mental health problems

youth group participants at
support centos across the

Hersiib«rg(T

LGB

U S.

questionnaire mcluding
secticns of Bnef

Symptom Invoitory
(BSI) and Rosoibog
Setf-Hstccm Invaitory

Edwards

1996

37

0%

(RSE)
soaal and psychological

aiowboll tedmiquc

cju esU oon sire

fimctiooing

1993
Her^bo'ger

&

1995

4g
165

42%

factors leading to

25%

nnpact of victimizatioa en

D'Augelli

suiddc

participants in

LO

support group

qucsliaonairc

& LG campus organization
suiddality

youth ^oups paitjc^)3iis

community

at

LG

centers across the

questiQcmaire,

Rosmbcrg Self Esteon

US.

invaiiory ^Kitj, tJnel

Symptom Inventory

Hetnck&

1987

329

28%

(BSI)

developmeotal issues

chenls at Hetrick -Martin Institute

Martin

in

cfaait

review

New York City

Hunter

1990

500

21%

victimization and suicidal

behavior

in

Jofanstoo &. Bell

1995

133

0%

theories of romantic attracticn

participants in

cheats at Hetrick -Martin Institute

chart review

New York City

LG church

group

LG college organizatidi.

or

questioQDairc induding

Kiosey scsle

fnoidsfaip network, students in

sexuality classes

Kniks

1991

68

21%

homelessness and prostituticn

chenls of an urbal youth services

McConagJiy a.al

1994

411

0%

theories of romantic attracticn

Newmm &

twins regjstaed at an Austrahan
twin registry

1993

27

0%

impact of traditional family

members of LG

values and racial idoitity on
cotmng out process

LG

vidimizatian

participants at

ageacv and other

Muz2onigro

chart review

agmdes

college

qu esu onn aire
questiQonau'e

organizaticos, participants at a

dance,

members of LG youth

LG night club
LG community

group, patrcns cf a

Pilkerton&

27%

1995

194

1994

221

28%

suicide

1991

137

0%

suicide risk factors

D'Augelli
Proctor

& Groze

Remafedi

centos across the
risk,

factors

pailictpants at

ques(ioDnaire

US

LGB youth groups

Adolescent Health

aoosstheUS.

QoestiQonairc

ads, gay bars, participants in

questioonaire

support groups, umvosity

studmts. fnoid^iip network

Remafedi

1994

139

0%

HIV/AIDS knowledge,

beliefe,

youth referred to program by

self,

and behavior

peers, outreadi workers

HTV/AIDS knowledge, behds

chenls at Helrick-Martin Institute

and behavior

in

structured interview

&

questionnaire used for

assessznmt btfore and
after mterventiaa

Rodieram-Boms

1991

59

0%

CLal

New York City

sani -structured
interview

Y),

nsk

about

(SERBAS-

index, beliefs

AIDS

and

AIDS

pTcveoticn

Rotlicram-Borus

1992

119

0%

lifetime sexual behaviors

cLal

cheats at Hetrick -Martm Institute
in

New York City, runaway

males

Rotheram-Borus

1994

131

0%

et.al

in residmtial

semi-structured

interview

(SERB AS- Y)

shetto

hfetime sexual and substance

chmts at Helrick-Martin

abuse behaviors

m New

Institute

semi-stiuctured

mttxvicw (SERBAS-

York City

Y). drug and alcctol

use survey

Rotheram-Borus

1994

138

0%

suicidal behaviors

etal.

chmts at Helridc-Martin
in New York City

Institiite

semi-structured
interview

re.

suiadc

issues. Adolescent Life

Events Scale

(Continued, next page)
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(Continuation of Table

R iXhCTam-Borus

1)

Ywr

to<atN

1994

136

Topic

0%

jk«crulUncnt 5<Mirc« or

HIV/AIDS nsk

A.3l.

m New
Ro(berun-Bonu

1995

136

0%

cLal

DutTTHncnt or

mmmrm
cboils at

Hemck-Maiim

Institute

York City

scmi -structured

miOMtfw

ciioals at

svndrome/cxicnializnig b^Aanor

m New

Hdnck-Maitm Indiimc

York City

s<siu-structurcd

interview &, tiudiin-

nane
Savm-Wiliiams

19S9

317

33%

role ot

parmu in crtnmg out

process

jt baseline.

3.6.12 months

muJtjple probian btiaxior

at

basehne.

3.6.12.18. and 24

anoidees

by

local

at

gay

a piouc spoosorcd
bar. participants at a

LG ooUcge orgaoizatioa.
manbers of a

Gay and

mo

Lesbian

Questionnaire

(GALQ);

Rosmbog Sclf-cdeon

LG activist

Scale (RSE)

organizacicQ, aatndees at a

Savin Williams

1995

83

0%

_workAqj.

frienddiip

pubaial auturoLiaa tuning and

respoodaiis to ads

self est eon

resturaots,

network

m local bars,

aad ncwspapov,

sociodemographic and
sexual behavior

studaits in univffsity lectures,

questionnaire,

friends of post participatns

Rosmberg Sclf-Esteem
Inventory (RSE);
structured qualitative

Soidder. M.

1989

20

100%

mlerview.

Jesbun coming out process

friendship neiwodcs,

social service needs

frieodsiup nctu-orks,

word cf
mcnth, members of coming out
support group, monbers of an
urban

Scfamola. M.

1991

60

50%

LG vouth

unstiudured interviews

group

word

ot

guided interview

mouth, monbers of ccmmg out

(gramdcd ihcorv'

support group,

technique)

urban

LG

members of si

youth groiq), reado^

of a femmist newsletter
Scfannda-, S.

1989

108

0%

suicide

membo? of LG college

eLaL

questionnaire

orgmizntions. partictponts in
local

LG community coiter

vouth group

Shaffd

1995

267

25%

suicide

120 consecutive, documeoled

diagnostic mterview

suicides vs. 147 *ocntrols'

(DISL)

from

the phoic book

Shifiia&Soiis

1993

266

Td]jdun&

1993

120

28%

diomical dcpndoicy

dioQts 3t Hfltnck-Maitin Institute
in

26%

Price

Tremble cLol

Unbe & Harbodc

life

oq)eheQces c£ LO youlb

relevfflrt

1989
1992

10

50

30%
26%

to hif^i sdiool persomel

New York Citv

client diaits

participaois at ceaiers for lesbian

questionnaire with 17

aid gav voulh across the U.S.

opoi-eaded itons

d uibon group for

cultural differences in coaling

monbers

out process

lesbian and gav vouth

school-based oilcrveaticc for

youth

who participated m

LGBvouih

based

LGB advocacv propram

68

oounselor ratings of pad

sdiool-

unstructured mterviews

inlcr\iews

Table 2

Tt>tfic

Coutent areas investigated

#

in recent

research on

LGB

adole;scence

Topic
suicide

1

Q
0

victimization

T
1

coming out process

3

4

4

psychosocial ftinctiomng/developmental issues and
concerns
etiology of homosexual feelings or identity

^

6

identification of social service/school needs

7

HIV/ AIDS knowledge and/or behavior

8

sexual behavior

"»

J
-»

3
3

2

9

chemical dependency/substance abuse

10

homelessness/prostitution

1

problem behaviors/externalizing

2
1

1

Table 3

;

Study designs and data collection techniques

LGB

•

method

on

&

research "qaalilatrvB" methods of data collection
analysis e r. interviews
exploratory, descriptive (describing phenomena, either current or retrospective
focus)
explanatory, theory-building research, such as "grounded theory" method (current or retro

Ftexftiffi

•

in research

adolescence

Fixed method

-

-

"quantitadve" methods of data collection

•

descriptive (describing or reporting prevalence of a

•

relational, cross-sectional

(5)

4
)

& analysis, e.R. surveys, measures

phenomenon, often

retrospectively)

1

(25)
12

•

(examining relationships betw. variables, current or retrospectively
relational, longitudinal (examining relationships betw, variables across time, prospectively)

3

•

experimental (examining variables manipulated by investigator)

0

69

10

:

Characteristics of study samples in research
on

LGB

adolescence

Sample characieristlcs of $0 studies rei>ien>ed
sample

~"

size

•

average sample size (N)

•

range of sample sizes

150
10-500

gender
•

studies with all-male samples (15 out of 30 studies)

•

studies with all-female samples (1 out of 30 studies)

50.0%
3.3%

studies with mixed (male-female) samples ( 14 out of 3 0
studies)
average male:female ratio of participants (of 14 studies with both
males
geographic region

•
•

46.7%

& females)

3:1

% of studies with urban or university sample

80%

•

meta-breakdown of the 23
African American/Black

24.1%

•

Asian

•

CaucasianAVhite

•

ethinicity

-

studies

which reported ethnic group membership:

0.6%
45.4%
23.2%

•

Latino/Hispanic

•

Native American

•

Other (note: "other" defined differently by each

1.0%
investigator)

3.6%

sexual identity
•

percentage of studies which included bisexual youth

Table

LGB

5:

SampUng

(1

and recruitment techniques used

strategies

50%

5 out of 30)

in recent research

on

adolescence

frequency

random sampling
non-random sampling: purposive or convenience sampling
(note that some studies utilized more than one recruitment source)
•

clients attending support centers for

such as

HMI

in

NYC;

0 studies

29

LGB youth (usually in urban areas

21

current cases or chart review)

LGB

•

participants at university-based

•

fi-iendship networks or snowball technique

•

respondents to advertisements in

support centers, clubs, groups

6
6

LGB newpapers, newletters,

or other

3

LGB

2

media
•

youth served by urban social service agencies, not specifically for

youth, such as programs for runaways/homeless youth, current cases or
chart review

LGB patrons

•

youth attendeding bars/nightclubs known to have

•

students in a college sexuality course

•

students in a HS-based

•

members of LGB

•

male twins registered

•

child

•

members of church-based LGB organization
youth wiio were identified and referred to study by outreach workers

•

LGB

support program

activist organizations

and adolescent

at

2
2

a twin registry

patients at a gender identity clinic

70

studies

Table

6:

Information regarding the authors and pubUshers
of recent research on

LGB

adolescence

~~

~~

How many studies were...

i

perceruaiie

authored by one or more

men? (14 out of 31)
authored by one or more women? (9 out of 3
1)
authored by a mixed team of men and women?
(8 out of 3 H
published m an mainstream, APA, peer-reviewed
journal?

45%
29%
26%

(4 out of 3
published in other psychology/mental health journals?
(8 out of 31)
published
other, often interdisciplinary journals?
(19 out of 31)

13%

1

26%
61%

m

Table

7:

Demographic

AGE

characteristics

of focus group participants

range

1

19.68 yrs; sd=1.43

SEX

women (12)
men (10)

55%
45%

ETHNICITY

CaucasianAVhite/ Anglo/European- American( 1 6)
African American/Black (2)
Hispanic (2)

72.7%
9.2%
9.2%

Jewish- White (I)

46%

did not respond (1)

4.6%

SEXUAL

gay (6)

IDENTrrY

lesbian (4)

27.3%
18.2%
18.2%
13.6%

bisexual (4)
questioning, unsure of sexual identity (3)
lesbian dyke (1)

46%

homosexual (1)
predominantly gay ( 1)
queer, primarily attracted to

men

straight, transgendered, sex=F,

AWARE

not applicable

-

(1)

gender=M

and 14

(9)

between ages 15 and 18

(7)

between ages

11

45%
55%

out' (10)
not at

0%

all 'out' (0)

not applicable

-

not yet out

(

46%

1

between ages 15-18 (14)

4.6%
63.6%

between ages 19-22
between ages 23-26

(4)

18.1%

(I)

4.6%

bet^^«en ages 11-14(1)

One

4.6%
18.2%

31.8%
4.6%

partially 'out' (12)

FIRSTOUT

1)

4.6%
4.6%
4.6%
4.6%

40%

between ages 19 and 22 (1)

OUT

(

not yet aware of identity (1)

before age 11 (4)

'

8 to 23 years

mean age

participant indicated that she

was

"partially out"

out."

71

on one question, but

later reported

being "not yet

Table

Sexual identity assessment methods, rated by
adolescents who may not be certain of sexual
identity
8:

suitability for

use with

status

(O=not

at all suitable;

Type

6=very suitable)

of Assessment

Method

Assessment Method

Mean

Category Type A
Category Type B
Category Type C

0.50 (1.34)

Coatinuum-Type

Kinsey
Modified Kinsey

2,86 (2.00)

Complex, Multifaceted-Type

Coleman

4.00 (2.12)

Klein

3.50 (1.95)

Write-in Response

4.27(1.80)

Category-Type

Self-defmition-Type

72

suitabititv rating (sd>

1.73 (1.67)

4.48(1.37)

3.52 (1.80)

Table

9: Salient issues for adolescents

1.

INTRAPERSONAL -

who

ultimately identify as lesbian,

gay or bisexual

personal de^elopm ent, mental health, feelings
about self
)

frequency'

it

A

1

37 (+3)
18 (+Z)

theme
participant recalls sacrificing, hiding, or losing identity
participant recalls periods of depression, anxiety
or suicidality related to sexual
identity issues

A3.

12

participant recognizes personal strengths developed as a
result of coping with
sexual identity issues

A4.

13

participant recalls 'trying' to be straight

-

datmg the opposite sex dunng

adolescence because you are expected to

A5.

11 (+2)

A6.

5

participant recalls feeling different, crazy, or
participant recalls

penods of confusion

re:

wrong

sexual identity

(mamly came upm

women 's groups)

n.

A7.

5

AS.

2

INTERPERSONAL -family,

participant reports the feeling that his/her adolescence

was 'delayed"
participant recaQs trying to be perfect and/or highly likable
to others out of a fear
of rejection

peer and romantic relationships

A9.

28 (+9)

participant reports past/present strained or superficial family relationships

AlO.

17 (+2)

participant reports a past/present lack of intimacy in friendships

All.

15 (+6)

participant reports past/present sense of social isolation, not fitting in, not being

A12.

8(+l)

participant reports past/preseot ridicule, joking, teasing by peers

A13.

7

accepted

participant recalls

LGB

and community as a crucial source

friends, family, lovers

of support and validation during adolescence

AH.

5

participant reports a history of romantic underciurents in past (early adolescent or

childhood) same-sex relationships (mainly came

m. SCHOOL ENVIRONMENT

-

upm women

's

groups)

academic and school-related experiences

\

hi^

A15.

14 (+4)

participant reports being affected by absence of non-biased

A16.

12 (+5)

participant recalls hig^ school as a generally intolerant environment, esp.

school curriculum

compared

to college

A17.

6

participant reports sexual identity issues/homophobia

had negative

affect

on

academic performance

rV.

SOCIETAL/CULTURAL - experience of larger cultural environment

|

LGB

A18.
A19.

24 (+1)

participant recalls pervasive stereotypes, myths, and Sim's

21(+4)

participant recalls threat of. or actiul, physical harm, harrassment.

A20.

11

participant reports that level of acceptance of

re:

nunonty sexual

people

identities differs

across ethnic, religious, racial, and regional groups

& absence of adequate role models

A21.

9 (+5)

participant recaUs lack of out peers

A22.

8 (+4)

participant recaUs instances of discrimination based on sexual identity

LGB men than LGB women

A23.

5

participant reports noticing less tolerance for

A24.

4

participant recalls a

A25.

4

participant recalls pervasive messages to conform to the heterosexual standard

A26.

4

participant recalls having their identity dismissed as a fad or a phase

Ml.

2

participant recaUs a lack of acceptance of bisexuality (from straight or gay

A2S.

2

participant reports sensing helerosexist bias in field of psychology

new

'trendiness' of identifying as lesbian, gay or bisexual

commimity)

*

discussions, as well as on the
Frequencies were tallyed for the number of mentions during focus group

Participant Questionaires (in parentheses).
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Table

I.

Concerns about participating

10:

Loss of Confidentiality

#

-

in a research project

s exual identity will be exposed, privacy

losi.

concerning sexual identity

negative ^fr,^rn

frequency' theme
18(+22)

participant expresses general fear regarding
loss of confidentiality
participant hypothesizes that, due to this fear,

he/she would have

lied about identity

B3.

2(+

1 )

participant states that confidentiality

dunng
U+3)

B-*-

is of heightened importance
adolescence due to general 'insecunty'

participant articulates fear
friends, job,

U. Poor treatment by investigator due
dtsre.?pect/utly.

on questionaires dunng adolescence

to

ofa specific losses if 'outed'good grades, college opportunitys

ignorance or homophobia

-

popularity,

being judged, treated

or not taken seriously

B5.

3(+3)

participant expresses fear of researcher's

homophobia or

judgemental attitude
B6.

.

B7.

nL

participant states concern that investigator

3

2(+3)

may be heterosexual
a phase"- participant sutes concern that investigator will
be patronizing, not take his/her experiences seriously
"it's just

Discomfort during research participation - feeling

personal matters,

B8.

6(+6)

participant expresses general discomfort about speaking to

strangers openly

B9.

intimidated, threatened, anxious in discussing

esp. with strangers

3(+5)

re:

personal matters

participant expresses general concern about feeling

uncomfortable, anxious, or scared during research participation

rv.

Other concerns or ideas
BIO.

6(+4)

participant states that

ready to

Bl 1.

come

out to

some youth may

self;

not participate due to not being

participation

would means

"it's official"

participant states that a positive outcome of participation

5

the ability to connect with other

LGB

would be

peers (if done in a group

format) therebyreceiving support and lessening one's isolation

BI2.

2

B13.

1

B14.

0(+

participant warns that adolescents

1

)

participant expresses concern
the entire

'

lie in

research studies in general

participant expresses concern re use of deception

LGB

re:

the burden of

having

to

speak for

community

well as on the
Frequencies were tallyed for the number of mentions during focus group discussions, as

Participant Questionaires (in parentheses).
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Table

1 1
:

Suggestions for investigators conducting research
on

Minimize the confidentiality
#

frequency"

risk

-

take careful steps to

mamtain

LGB issues
varti cwants

anonymitv

'

theme

make

Participants

specific suggestions regarding

confidentiality risk

-

including:

ways

to

minimize

(a) (if survey) a arranging a private

administration, not seated next to peers, (b) not
recording names, (c) not
conductmg research in/near the school, (d) do not have
school staff recruit
or administer research instruments, (e)
conduct research over the phone
rather than in person, (f) do not single out
LGB people - have entire
group/class participate.

C2.

5(+8)

Participants express general recommendation to
protect participants'
confidentiality, and openly address and validate
participant fears re: loss
of confidentiality

n. Be informed (rather than ignorant or biased) about the nature of sexual
identity and the coming
out process; be respectful and vocally supportive behavior, rather than
insensitive or homophobic
^5

Avoid using identity

on feelings and behavior instead,
discrepancies between feelings, behavior and

labels; focus

may be

because: (a) there

and (b) identity labels can be threatening and may scare people oflF.
that certain words have negative connotations, can be very
oflFensive. and may influence how a person responds on a
questionaire.
identity

14

^5

10

Be aware
Be aware

that sexual identity

a very complex matter; not a clear-cut

is

black/white type of question.

C6.

8

Be aware

that individuals

sensitive to

how research

who
is

are not yet out are

more apt

questions. Tailor format to these individuals because they
(a)

confused and/or (b) not

to

be

conducted, including the wording of

truthful, if questions are not

may be

worded

either

in a

particular way.

C7.

2(+3)

Be non-homopbobic and
an ally to the

LGB

vocally supportive;

make

is

clear that

you are

community.

C8.

l(+4)

Investigators with friendly, reassuring and non-threatening

C9.

l(+l)

Never dismiss a person's sexual

personalities will get best results.
identity or feelings as "just a phase."

in. Minimize the inherent discomfort during research participation
participation comfortable, enjoyable,

CIO.

5(+l)

Make

-

the actual experience

of

provide participants with useful information and feedback;

utilize research as a

means of social justice.

Cll.

l(+2)

Provide food and refreshments.

C12
C13

0(+3)

Fully explain the research project

C14
C15

2

0(+2)

make

research participation a truly enriching experience for

participants

l(+2)

-

and rewarding

& how data will be used.
Be aware of participant discomfort in the beginning of a research
interview; don't jump into heavy topics.
Create an informal, 'make-yourself-at-home' atmosphere.
Show gratitude for the time and eflFort of the research participants; pay

them money

if possible.

(Continued, next page)

the
Frequencies were tallyed for the number of mentions during focus group discussions, as well as on

Participant Questionaires (in parentheses).
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(Table 11, continued)

I

rv.

Other suggestions

re:

speciHc research modalities
Recognize the limitations and benents of
3(+0)
questionaires with
population. Limits=hard to grasp complexity
of issues
Benefits=more confidential because not face to
face.

^^^

^(^'*>

~
this

& easier to

lie.

If running groups keep them small (between
5-8 participants);
otherwise do one-on-one interviews.

Provide options

in how one may participate (i e
interviews vs
questionnau-es, etc.) People are comfortable with
different formats.

^(+^)

If**"'ng'nte"^iews, conduct them in an unstructured
fashion

76

1.

Sacrificing or hiding Identity, losing

one's sense of self

2.

Strained or superficial family

relatlonslilps

Hearing frequent mytlis and slurs
homosexuality

3.

re:

4.

Verbal or physical harrassment

5.

Periods of depression or anxiety

6.

Lack of intimacy

7.

Social Isolation, "not

8.

Biased/heterosexlst school curriculun

in

friendships

fitting In"

"Trying" to be straight, feeling
pressured to date member of the
opposite sex
9.

10.

Developing personal strengths as a

result of confronting these issues

0

Figure

5

1:

10

15

20

25

30

Issues and experiences salient to the lives of

(Frequency of the 10 most

40

35

LGB

common themes, of the 28 themes

77

adolescents

listed in

Table 9 .)

1. Loss of confidentiality regarding
sexual identity

Discomfort sharing personal
stranger
2.

come

3.

Not ready to

4.

General anxiety regarding
a research study

in

out to self yet

might participate, but
responses

0

Figure

5

2:

10

Concerns

15

LGB

(Frequency of the 6 most

adolescents

20

25

may have

common themes,

30

35

I

6.

Homophobic or judgemental

40

regarding participation in a research project

of the 14 themes

78

listed in

TablelO.)

partici

S.

researchers

life

lie in

my

attit

1.

Take every

effort to protect

confidentiality

2.

Avoid use of

Identity labels,

focus on

feelings and beliaviors Instead.

3.

Avoid \M>rds

wttfi potentially

negative

connotations, such as the term
'homosexual'

4.

Address and

validate participants'

fears re: loss of confidentiality

Be aware that sexual identity
complex matter; not a 'cut and
S.

is

a very

dry'

issue.

6. Tailor

research fomial to those

not yet out

10

Figure 3

:

Su^estions for future

LGB

12

14

16

adolescence researchers

79

vrfio are

APPENDIX A

PRESCREENING QUESTIONS
Have you ever felt, at any point in your life, feelings
1
of romantic or sexual attraction towards
someone
of your same gender? (regardless of whether
you expressed these feelings
to

anyone

else)

NO(0) YES(l)
2. If

you answered "no " please

indicate, using the scale below,

how difficult

to

imagine the

"yes" above, jusi mark

cannot imagine
r •
having lu
these feelings
I

.

at

is it

0123456789
—

-^'"^/'"''^^'"^
nfc^^A?f
OPSCA N sheet for this question. J

^

any point

.

in

my^

,
1

•

.

.

.

can imagine having
*CZZe
i.
these feehngs
at some

hfe

.

•

point in

Have you ever been romantically and/or

3.

"N" on your

sexually involved with someone of your

my

,.,

hfe

same gender?

NO (0) YES (1)
There are many different terms which people use to describe their sexual
orientation. Because of the
numeric format of this prescreening questionnaire, we are not able to have
people write in the terms they
feel most comfortable with. Given these limitations, please
select the choice below which you feel
4.

provides the best description of your current sexual orientation.

5.

UNDECIDED

GAY

BISEXUAL

STRAIGHT

LESBIAN

(0)

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

At what age did you
(0)
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

(7)
(8)
(9)

become aware of the sexual

orientation indicated above?

NOT APPLICABLE my sexual orientation
BEFORE AGE 11
BETWEEN AGES AND 14
BETWEEN AGES 15 AND 18
BETWEEN AGES 19 AND 22
BETWEEN AGES 23 AND 26
BETWEEN AGES 27 AND 30
BETWEEN AGES 3 AND 40
BETWEEN AGES 41 AND 50
AFTER AGE 50
-

is

not yet decided

1 1

1

6. Relatively little is

the

first

coming semester,

known

about the adolescent experiences of gay, lesbian and bisexual people. During

interested individuals will be invited to participate in a brief (one

and a

1/2 to 2

hours) discussion group regarding this topic. Group discussion will focus on the following questions: (1)

What are the most important

issues facing gay, lesbian

and bisexual youth today?

(2)

How should

researchers attempt to study these issues? (3) fVhai concerns might people have about participating
in psychological research? Four experimental credits may be earned for participating with this project.
Please indicate below

how you

feel

about participating in one of our discussion groups (note

response below will not commit you to being involved)

(0)
(1)
(2)
(3)

UNDECIDED - maybe
NOT INTERESTED in

I

would

-

-

participate;

I'm not sure

at this point

participating

INTERESTED - would probably like to participate (if have time, etc.)
VERY INTERESTED - please make sure to try and reach me when you are
1

1

arranging the discussion groups
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APPENDIX B

FOCUS GROUP INTERVIEW PROTOCOL
Prior to

•

Group

•

made to scheduled

Calls will be

group

s

partiapants the day before the group to confirm
the

time, date, and location.

Focus groups

will

meet

m the group therapy rooms of the Umversity of Massachusetts

Psychological Services Center.
•

Physical set-up will be completed 20

mmutes

prior to the group's start time and will

entail:

1

Positioning audio tape recorder, testing and cueing tapes
Gettmg written matenals in order, i.e. consent forms and one bmder for
each
partiapant, which contams: questionnaires, participant ratmg
forms, research

.

2.

Have extra pens & pencils on hand.
Arranging physical space properly, including appropriate number of chairs,
subject forms.

3

.

lighting, etc.

Setting out water pitcher, tea, and light refreshments.

4.

As Group
•

Participants Arrive

As they

arrive, participants will

be welcomed, given a name tag to

fill

out,

and a copy of

the consent form to read over.

Format of Focus Group Session
•

Group proceedings

will begin

when

scheduled starting time (whichever
•

The
"Let

the last participant arrives, or 10 minutes past the
is first).

facilitator will introduce herself

and the study, roughly following the

me start by introduang myself and telling you

during the hour and a half that we'll be together.

you on the phone

-

my name is

psychology program here

at

Cynthia Battle

Umass.

&

I
I

a bit about
believe

am

I

what

we'll

script below:

be doing tonight

have already talked to

a doctoral student

My research area is gay,

lesbian,

all

of

m the climcal

and bisexual

adolescent development.

Tonight's group

is

a part of a study which focuses on what kind of research has been done

on the adolescent experiences of LGB people. So
find answers to these questions has been through

what type of studies have been published

-

far,

most of the work

that I've

done to

reading research literature to evaluate

not only in regard to the topics that were chosen

for study, but also examining the assumptions and theoretical perspectives that the

researchers have held in approaching this area of study, what types of methods were used
to collect data, where research subjects were recruited, etc. There are a lot of challenges
that researchers face in studying the lives of gay teens (e.g. confidentiality issues), so one

of the other things

I

have been focusing upon

is

existing research.

SI

how these

special challenges

have limited

Later on

be telling you more about what I've found
so far.
reasons I asked you all to paitiapate
tonight ,s because
sense of what I ve found. I am hoping
you'll be able to
will

I

In fact one of the

pnmary

give

tentative «>nflusions that

or not) and

I

d also

I

What

questions?

mvolved
Before
also

What

What mediods
some concerns

are

are the most important issues

making

faang gay

of gay people the same/different from

are best suited to answer the most
important research
may potentially hold someone back from being

that

in a research study?)

we go

want

ahead and address these questions, we have some of
papenvork to
to go around the room so everyone can introduce
themselves.

now - just say your first name, your class year
ended up hearing about tomght's group.

that

[group introductions]

Your

here tonight.

The

in

(i.e. whether they seem
to make sense to you
our heads together to identify the most
useful

How are the adolescent experiences

heterosexual people?

need help

me some feedback aboufthe

have made so far

like for us all to put

directions for future research, (e.g.

adolescents?

I

want to thank you

I

input

facilitator will then

is

all

-

and

I

Why don't we do

(if

you're a student) and

how you

for taking time out of your schedule to

come

truly appreciated.

make

out binders, explain consent

sure

all

participants have a

copy of the consent forms, pass

& confidentiality, and proceed to the questionnaire.

"The next thing we should do

is spend a few minutes going over the consent form
and
out a short questionnaire. If you have any questions as we go along tonight - if
anything is unclear or confusing - 1 hope you'll let me know. It will be the most helpful for
me if you can be very open about what makes sense to you and what does not [pass out

filling

binders to each participant, review consent form aloud, espeaally the clause regarding
confidentiality of group discussion

& purpose of audiotaping, answer questions, ask them

to sign consent, turn on tape recorder]

questionnaire,

After

all

which

is

Now you can go ahead and fill

participants have completed the

discussion will begin.

The

determined during the

first

questions

out the brief

the next page in your binder."

initial

questionnaire, a

more

interactive group

specific issues to be addressed within the group will be

phase of the project (evaluative

literature review); the exact

& format will be written up prior to the group session, and will be followed in a

semi-structured fashion.

•

In addition to this discussion, participants were asked to rate the usefulness, face validity,

and

clarity

of some questions found (during Phase

I)

to

be commonly used by researchers

in assessing a subject's sexual identity.

Closing of Group

•

After the discussion has ended

asked to
•

fill

A sign-up

& rating forms have been completed, participants will

out research subject

OPSCAN

be

forms to venfy participation.

sheet will be available for those participants interested in receiving a write-up of the

study's results.
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APPENDIX C
PARTICIPANT CONSENT FORM
You

are about to participate in a project
concerning how researchers study the
adolescent experiences of
gay and bisexual people. Due to past bias in
the field of psychology and oth
r^adfrn c
disciplines relatively ittle has been documented
about the experiences and developmenfof
people
^ross the life span. The goal of this study is to aid
resesarchers who
lesbian,

^'

issues.

Specifically, your input will help identify

and how

adolescents

of

^y

development

it

might be best

& others

-

issues are the

to investigate these topics.

will assist those in

medicine, education.

what

many

professional fields

to provide better,

would now iL to focufonT
most central in the lives of gay

Ultimately, a normative underst^ding
-

including psychology social work

more comprehensive and

diverse sexual identities.

You have been

sensitive services to fv
people
p c of

invited to participate in this study because you either
identified yourself as currently

lesbian, gay, or bisexual, or because

sexual Identity. Because you

you have experienced

know what

at least

this experience is like,

some degree of questionning of your

we

particularly value your input as

"experts" on this subject matter.

Your participation during the next 2 hours will involve: completion of a brief
questionnaire,
group discussion, and completion of several brief rating forms. We do not
expect

in a

participation

that these activities

will cause discomfort, but

to know that your participation is entirely voluntary.
Should vou
any time, vou mav do so refusal to participate will involve no penalty It is
possible that you may find the group discussion to be an interesting experience,
and enjoy the exchange
the ideas in the group. Four extra course credits will be granted to those
participants who are currently

choose not to continue

it is

important

at

taking undergraduate psychology course(s) here

Your responses on
Additionally,

when

at

UMass.

the written questionnaire

and rating forms will be kept entirely confidential.
writing up the results of this study, the comments made during the group discussion

by who the speaker was. Tonight's group discussion will be audiotaped to assist in
of your comments and suggestions, however the tape will be destroyed once a written
transcription of the discussion is generated. All responses will be kept anonymous and written materials
will not be identified

capturing

all

be stored in a locked data archive. Group participants will be reminded of the importance of
respecting each others' privacy, not disclosing other participants' personal stories outside of this group

will

setting.

there

If you

is

It should be recognized, however there is the potential for some loss of confidentiality, just as
anytime one openly shares ideas and opinions in a group setting.

have any questions about

this study,

you may contact Cynthia Battle

at the University

of

Massachusetts, (413) 545-4381.

Thank you
I

for your participation.

have read the above statement regarding the nature and purpose of this research project and agree

participate.

Signed:
Print name:

Address:

Phone

.

#:
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APPENDIX D

FOCUS GROUP PARTICIPANT QUESTIONNAIRE
Date of birth:

_/_/_

Age:
G«ider:

1
.

What term do you

usually use to describe you sexual identity (such as lesbian,
gay,

bisexual, etc.)?

2.

At what age did you

circle the

(1)

(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

(6)
(7)

(8)
(9)

.

sexual identity as mdicated above? (pi

NOT APPLICABLE my sexual identity is not yet clear
-

BEFORE AGE
BETWEEN AGES
BETWEEN AGES
BETWEEN AGES
BETWEEN AGES
BETWEEN AGES
BETWEEN AGES
BETWEEN AGES
AFTER AGE 50
1

Are you currently "out"

(circle the appropriate

YES
4.

become aware of your

number of the appropriate response)

(0)

3

first

If so, at

(0)
(1)
(2)

(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)

NO

AND 14
AND 18
19 AND 22
23 AND 26
27 AND 30
31 AND 40
41 AND 50
11

15

most people

to

in

your

life

answer)

PARTIALLY

what age did you

first

NOT APPLICABLE
BEFORE AGE
BETWEEN AGES
BETWEEN AGES
BETWEEN AGES
BETWEEN AGES
BETWEEN AGES
BETWEEN AGES
BETWEEN AGES
AFTER AGE 50

come
-

out to others?

not yet "out

1

AND 14
15 AND 18
19 AND 22
23 AND 26
27 AND 30
31 AND 40
41 AND 50
11

84

regarding your sexual identity?

5. Based on either your own experience or the
expenence of others, what do you
most important issues facmg lesbian, gay and bisexual

see as the

youth today?

6. What concerns might a young person have
r^rding sexual identity issues?

7.

What

are

some ways

safe, comfortable,

about participating in a research project

that investigators might be able to

make participation

and rewarding experiaice for young people?
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APPENDIX E

RATING FORMS

Evaluation of Common Sexual
Identity Questions

On

the following pages

questions

you

commonly used

will find several

as

methods

to

determine

a person's sexual identity. Please
respond to each
question (or group of questions) on the top
of each
page, and then afterwards rate that
particular

method's usefulness, clanty,
After everyone

is

finished,

methods as a group,

to see

didn't like.
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etc.

we

will discuss all eight

what people liked and
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O

Please rank order the eight types
of sexual identity questions that
you
just responded to (1 being the
best, 8 the worst). The criteria
to use
is: the degree to which the
question (or set of questions) aUows a
person to accurately describe her/his
sexual
identity.

Category Type

A (yeUow)

Category Type

B

Category Type

C (light pink)

Coleman

(green)

(bright pink)

Kinsey (orange)
Klein (blue)

Modified Kinsey (grey)
Write-in response (purple)

Comments?
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